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Binge-Buying  
or smart shopping?
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FOREWORD

We consume products such as orange juices and choco-
lates and use goods such as clothes and mobile phones 
that are produced in different countries from around the 
world. In order to produce a pair of jeans cotton may be 
cultivated in Kazakhstan (the spinning process of which 
takes place in Turkey), weaved into cloth in Taiwan, dyed 
in France, printed on in China, sewn in Bulgaria and sold in 
another European country. This engages us to question the 
environmental sustainability of the product and the labour 
conditions in which it has been produced.

Workers from Latin America, Asia, Eastern Europe and Af-
rica work for a pittance while the branding and retailing 
companies (often situated in the Northern countries) usu-
ally enjoy hefty profits. While there is nothing intrinsically 
wrong in earning money it is grossly unjust for companies 
to reap excessive profits while workers are left in the po-
verty margin. As consumers we buy these products, often 
without questioning the working conditions in which these 
goods have been produced while taking into consideration 
only the price factor: namely, we purchase products of a 
decent quality that are priced cheapest!

This brochure is for educators, students, youth leaders 
and critical consumers who are interested in learning more 
about the working conditions and production of our every-
day products. We offer practical solutions to those who are 
interested in concrete action by providing interactive lear-
ning methods to carry out with others. The didactic mate-
rials proposed by this brochure engages young people to 
reflect on the principle of recognition of global learning and 
aim at developing higher awareness and knowledge in the 
area of responsible consumption. Participants will learn 
how to deal with the values and attitudes of the consume-
rist world and be encouraged to consider new sustainable 
consumption habits.

The brochure includes ideas for workshops that can be car-
ried out with youth or community groups and that can be 
adapted according to the needs of the participants. ‘Soci-
al and environmental’ justice require that we change our 
consumption patterns. Before doing so there is a need to 
raise awareness about the unjust working conditions cer-
tain goods are manufactured in and about their ecological 
impact. In the process of learning how to educate others 
about these social and ecological issues we learn about 
the important commitments that we as individual consu-
mers have towards our society and the whole world when 
purchasing a given product or service. This way we can 
learn about the latest debates within the Fair Trade and 
ecological movements and come to know about which 
labelling organisations are worth what they claim. Enligh-
tening ourselves on these topics will enable us to take con-
crete action to address unjust practices in production. 

We Urge You To Seize This Opportunity!

Dear Reader,

This brochure seeks to encourage one to reflect on the ef-
fects consumption of goods has on the planet and society. 
This way we encourage you to challenge your consumpti-
on patterns. In so doing we explore the working conditions 
of persons in developing countries and the ecological im-
pact of our consumption patterns. In due course we will be 
providing you with an opportunity to reflect on your con-
sumption habits and identify ways to take concrete action 
in favour of a more sustainable lifestyle. 
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 M obile phones, orange juices, chocolates, clothes... 
we consume many of these gladly on a daily ba-
sis and the cheaper ones are the best. Often what 

we consume on a daily basis has effects and consequences 
on a global scale namely because many producers live in 
developing countries that are also known to have appalling 
labour rights. Footballs used during the 2014 World Cup 
tournament for example were produced by Adidas which 
contracted a manufacturing company in Sialkot, Pakistan. 
The wage of the workers who produced these balls (182$ 
per month) sharply contrasts with the 160$ paid for one 
football.

Low wages are the least of the problem for certain wor-
kers. Unsafe labour conditions have been responsible for 
factory fires and building collapses that left many injured 
or dead. Despite progress in technology and building safe-
ty these incidents continue to take place and in 2013 the 
world experienced one of the greatest disasters in the tex-
tile industry (Savar incident, see pg. 31) which left more 
than a thousand people dead. Despite the coverage given 
to this tragedy there seems to be no political will to tackle 
this problem and there seems to be no enforcement action 
against companies who employ people in unsafe working 
conditions. Hence as responsible consumers we have to 
ask: How can I as an individual consumer take concrete 
action to ensure that my clothes have been produced in 
a safe working environment? What are the consequences 
of my consumption patterns on the world? How are these 
consumption patterns connected to the quality of life of 
others?

Ethical consumption goes beyond the aspects of purchasing 
products bearing labels and marks such as “organic/bio” 
and “Fair Trade”. By buying these products we do take into 
account the manufacturers’ rights at their place of work 
(Fair Trade label) and ensure that the products do not have 
serious consequences on the environment during produc-
tion (Organic/bio Label). Yet another factor that we often 
have to take into account is that reduction in consumption 
is also an important aspect of ethical consumption. 

The Real Ethical 
Consumption

INTRODUCTION

According to a study carried out by the Malta Natio-
nal Statistical Office on consumption patterns in 2008 
households spend an average of 22.4% of their earnings 
on food (this totals to approximately 623,926,200€) 
and 7.1% on clothing and footwear (roughly totalling to 
198,146,200€). Only a small percentage of these goods 
are labelled as Fair and so far no one has questioned consu-
mers in Malta on the attention they give to the Fair Trade 
and Organic labels. Moreover there has been no in-depth 
study so as to determine whether the Maltese purchase 
products because they are necessarily or only for the simp-
le reason that this makes them happy. As responsible con-
sumers we have to take action and control our consumpti-
on habits in order to ensure that we minimize our impact 
on the environment while affording the producers of our 
goods a decent livelihood.

Consumerism
Our consumption patterns are not limited to satisfying our ba-
sic needs. Often we distinguish ourselves and our personality 
through our consumption habits. Indeed what we eat, wear 
and where we go to define our character and hence shopping 
often becomes confused with the consumption of basic goods 
that are required for our survival and well-being.From a basic 
necessity shopping becomes a ritual which we do for its own 
sake rather than because it needs to be done. It is not the be-
nefits of a particular product which make us want the product 
but rather the ritual of shopping of the product that makes us 
satisfied, making consumption of goods a pastime rather than 
fulfilling a need. Many unused tools or toys in the garage or 
completely unworn clothes, jewellery or shoes in our closets are 
examples of binge consumerism. By reducing our consumpti-
on, we live healthier, use fewer resources and have more time 
for our family, friends and time for our sports – what is undoub-
tedly the cornerstone of the real quality of life. 

Our character shapes our identity much better than mere 
consumption.  We should question whether consumption ha-
bits are a means to shaping our identity. If so then a “less is 
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Ethical consumers are those who are aware that 
certain products have profound social and environ-
mental impacts on others and such impact is often 
on a global scale. Excess in carbon-dioxide in the 
atmosphere will result in global warming which will 
eventually affect people all over the world.  Clothes 
produced in exploitative conditions will impact the 
producers in developing countries who earn little 
for the production of these clothes and may be 
injured in the production phase if the appropriate 
safety measures are not properly implemented. 

An important criterion for our purchasing decision 
would be to minimize the environmental impacts 
of these goods as well as to ensure that such goods 
were produced in dignity.  The concept of ethical 
consumption goes beyond purchasing products 
that are branded as ecological or socially respon-
sible (e.g. Fair Trade label). Ethical consumption 
requires that we take responsibility over our 
actions and include further action, such as peti-
tioning politicians and businesses so as to create 
appropriate models that respect the environment 
and bring about social justice.

more” approach would better suit our identities. This 
should be kept in mind each and every day and doing 
so should make us feel better in view that we are mo-
rally obliged to be aware of our consumption patterns. 
This way we would be constantly checking whether our 
actions are reflecting our needs.

The philosopher Armin Grunwald argues that consumers 
must discover that their purchase power can be used as to tool 
that exerts political pressure. He believes that if a large number 
of consumers shop more responsibly, economically and more 
socially responsible they would compel the trade industry to 
produce more socially responsible and environmentally friend-
ly products – thus ensuring an eco-social turnaround in the 
manufacturing of goods. 

Professor Grunwald points to EU studies which demonstrate 
that currently only 5 to 10% of the population in Europe can be 
classified as consumer-conscious. He believes that it is not only 
individual consumers who are to blame for failing to purchase 
goods that are labelled as ecologically or socially responsible 
but politicians should also bear their share of responsibility. In-

deed he believes that conscious consumers are overburdened 
with the task of responsibly of trying to minimize their ecolo-
gical and social impact while politicians, who govern society 
are absolved of all obligations. For Grunwald therefore, susta-
inable consumption is not only a ‘private affair’ but one that 
also concerns the public sector. Fundamental change can only 
be brought about by politicians that consider these issues and 
enact measures in order to enhance responsible consumption. 
Indeed fiscal measures including taxation for non-socially and 
non-ecologically responsible goods must be adopted in order 
to assist the public make the correct choices.

Any change in society will come about only if there is a change 
in consciousness of its members since without being con-

scious about the negative impacts that certain products 
have there can be no social movement towards the 

elimination of these products. A change in culture 
takes time and as responsible consumers we can-

not passively wait for such change to happen but 
have to use our power as consumers to make a 

difference. The concept of ethical consump-
tion goes beyond the “conscious purchase 

decision” phase and requires that we take 
further action than merely purchasing 

ecological or socially responsible goods 
in stores or supermarkets. Ethical Con-

sumption means that we as consu-
mers actively take responsibility of 
our actions and work so that our col-

leagues within society, politicians 
and multinational companies will 

make the correct choices to pro-
mote sustainable consumption. 

There are many actions which 
individuals can do. This guide 

will provide you with tips, 
ideas and good practices-

for action in favour of 
ethical consumption. 

What is Ethical Consumption?
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PART 1:  
ORANGE JUICE

“Their human dignity is not respected. 
The workers who produce oranges for 
these companies are not chained like 
slaves. They are however trapped in a 
different way”.
Márcio Propheta Sormani Bortolucci, Human Rights Lawyer from Brazil

Photo: Attila Vizi (Water Film) 
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Orange Juice  
– a refreshing drink?

History and Origin of the Fruit 

Use of oranges as a fruit traces back to around 4,000 year 
ago to regions in South Asia which today form part of Chi-
na. Indeed the term ‘apple from China’, refers to a varie-
ty of fruits which includes the orange. During the middle 
ages the source of oranges for Europe appears to be mainly 
Arab countries. During one of Christopher Colombus’ ex-
peditions it was recorded that the fruit was found to exist in 
the new continent and during the colonization period oran-
ges discovered in Brazil were held to be of good quality.

What‘s inside an Orange?
Orange juice is one of leading fruit juices consumed around 
the planet. According to the Malta National Statistics 
Office during the first quarter of 2014 slightly less than 
225,000kg of oranges were sold in the Maltese and Gozi-
tan markets, meaning that at least 1 million kg of oranges 
pass through the markets in Malta each year. This figure 
must be higher because there are those who sell oranges 
without first registering them in the local markets. This 
figure does not include orange juice that arrives in Malta 
already bottled or packed or that orange juice concentrate 
that is to be bottled by local companies.

Cultivation of Oranges

Around the world roughly 120 million tonnes of citrus 
fruit are grown on an area around nine million hectares of 
land. Approximately 56% of these are oranges and the re-
maining 44% cover other citrus fruits such as tangerines, 
lemons, limes and grapefruits. The agricultural cultivation 
of orange trees is done on huge plantations in a monocul-
ture environment that makes it vulnerable to pests and 
other diseases.  In order to fight pests and diseases brought 

about by this monocultural environment large amounts of 
pesticides are required to keep the fruit fresh. High quality 
citrus fruits need a lot of sun and hence grow best in sou-
thern countries. Indeed frosty weather during flowering 
period can destroy the entire crop and therefore the best 
place for oranges to grown are in tropic and subtropical cli-
mates. 
There are several varieties of oranges that grow and deliver 
high juice content when squeezed. The maturity period of 
these organes is seven to ten months after the flowering 
period, making the fruit ready to be harvested. If the oran-
ges picked too early their taste is sour.

Harvesting is done manually and is a labour intensive. 
When oranges are picked they are not necessarily orange 
in colour given that they become so after many cool nights 
in temperatures falling to about 5° C. In countries like Brazil 
where nights are not so cool oranges remain for the most 
part rather green or yellow. Green oranges may already be 
ripe and sweet enough for juice.

Making Orange Juice
The country that produces the most commerically sold 
orange juice is Brazil. In order to produce concentrate for 
such juice oranges are first sorted in the factories, washed 
and then placed in pressing machines. Such machines se-

Similar to coffee, oranges are a very labour intensive agricultural 
product.  Photo: Attila Vizi (Water Film)

An average glass of 
juice measuring 0.2 liter 
includes:

Oranges are low in ca-
lories, fat and rich in vi-
tamin C, making it ide-
al for health-conscious 
people. Indeed one or 
two oranges a day are 
required by any adult 
to cover for vitamin C, 
which strengthens the 
immune system and is 
particularly important 
for the formation of 
bones, teeth and other 
tissues.

350 mg  
Potassium

70 mg  
Vitamin C

0,15 mg Vitamin B1

0,18 mg Provitamin A

Energiegehalt: 

390 kJ (Kilojoules)   
= 93 kcal (Calories) 

0,13 mg Vitamin B2

22 mg  
Calcium

24 mg  
Magnesium
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parates the fruit’s content from the outer shell and avoid 
that it gets mixed with the concentrate as this gives the 
juice a bitter taste. At the end of the production neither 
the pulp nor the juice is removed but indeed water and ad-
ditional flavours are added to the concentrate before it is 
bottled. From 250 crates of oranges (weighing around 1 
tonne) six tones of orange juice are created. This produce 
has a commercial value of approximately 2500 euro. 

Juice concentrate is then shipped from these Brazilian fac-
tories (also known as Brazilian Santos) to Europe via the 
ports of Rotterdam (Cutrale), Antwerp (Citrosuco) and 

Gent (Louis Dreyfus and Citrosuco). In these ports juice is 
pumped into storage tanks from where it is transported by 
truck to the bottling plants throughout mainland Europe. 
Juice concentrate is sold mainly to other businesses that 
are then responsible for the bottling of the juice by bran-
ding their product, packing and selling it. 

Different amounts of water and flavour is then added to 
the juice concentrate which would have arrived from coun-
tries in the south. These amounts of water, flavouring and 
preservatives would depend on the company marketing 

that particular orange juice. Indeed each company would 
produce its own individual taste according to the concen-
trate (or mixture of concentrates) from different regions. 
After the ‘mixing and refining’ process is complete compa-
nies eventually place the juice into bottles or tetra-packs 
that are to be later sold to the end consumer.

Cartel Arrangements and Market 
Abuse
The production chain of orange juice spreads over diffe-
rent countries. Although there are many small and large 
orange producers there are only three post-press juice mul-
tinationals being Cutrale, Citrosuco (Citrovita) and Louis 
Dreyfus Commodities (LDC). Between them these three 
companies control the world market for orange juice and 
supply the major bottlers (usually up to 50 percent of the 
final product). In view that there are only three companies 
which dominate the market these companies are able to 
abuse their position by regularly decreasing the prices du-
ring negotiations with farmers thereby forcing the smaller 
industries to sell their oranges at these prices, which may 
even fall below production costs. 

Orange concentrate that is produced by these three com-
panies is later sold to other companies that further process 
the juice, giving it a unique taste and flavour before it being 
packed or bottled. 

Working conditions for Orange Juice 
Producers in Brazil

The hardest hit of all orange juice workers are the landless 
harvest helpers. Their work is physically demanding, they 
are poorly paid, unprotected by law and their work is seaso-
nal. In Brazil these workers receive an average of nine euro 
a day for almost two tons of oranges they pick. According 
to a study commissioned by Brazilian trade unions persons 
who receive less than 14 euro per day fall in the poverty cate-
gory. In view that many of these workers are illiterate there 
are irregularities in the amount of money which they recei-
ve. It has been reported that workers are cheated, particu-
larly when calculating the amount of work that they pro-
vide since 
they are 
paid per 
crate of 
o r a n g e s 
which they 
cut. 

W o r k i n g 
conditions 
for those 
e m p l o y e d 
in the fac-
tories are 
not much 
better than 

Juice Factory (Company Cultural) Photo : Emese Gulyás ( TVE )

In these juice factories oranges are sorted, washed and then 
placed in pressing machines. Photo: Sandra Dusch Silva (CIR)

“Each week workers are only 

supposed to work for 44 hours, 

but in practice the working pres-

sure is so high that workers can 

not even stop for lunch.“
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Auch in den Fabriken wird Akkordarbeit geleistet. Photo: Sandra 

Dusch Silva (CIR)

those who work in the plantation.  A wage for factory wor-
kers is around 900-970 Brazilian Reales (circa 338 to 364 
euro) which is the average pay for people in this sector. Cu-
trale paid the lowest wages for the year 2012/2013 provi-

Bags weigh up to 30kg, that are strapped around harvest worker‘s 
body. Photo: Emese Gulyás ( TVE )

Below: Juice cartels pays prices that often do not even cover pro-
duction costs. The man below is one of the many who are part of 
the Landless Movement MST who are fighting to get their own 
land title and a better future. Photo: Emese Gulyás ( TVE )

ding only an average of 826 Brazilian Reales in salary per 
month (about 290 euro) to its workers.
Pickers on these  plantations have to climb orange trees  
with ladders in order to reap theisfruit. They have sacks 
attached to their bodies that look like oversized bags. This 
work leads to pain in one‘s spin, arms and shoulders. Back 
pain is not the only form of health hazzard associated 
with this form of work. Other symptoms include heada-
ches, pain in the eyes (due to prolonged work in the sun) 
and flu. Workers are also required to work under pressure, 
particularly to collect as many oranges as possible in the 
least amount of time. Requirements to work under pressu-
re make it easier for the workers to injure themselves and 
whenever this happens work still has to continue. Many 
workers in the industry fear reporting sick for work out of 
fear of being dismissed should they not report for work.

Often chemicals on oranges are sprayed while the pickers 
are working in the fields harvesting the fruits. These che-
micals trigger allergic reactions and other health problems. 
Often the there is no easy access to clean drinking water 
nor shelter from the sun on these plantations. Indeed buses 
and pick-up trucks are used to move workers and the fruit 
they collect around the plantations give that plantation 
are very large in size. 

Work in the orange juice factories is precarious. In the Cu-
trale factory employees are required to meet a number 
of daily deadlines hence are often required to work hours 
without breaks. In 2011 and 2012 three employees from 
Cutrale died 
in work rela-
ted accidents 
in these juice 
factory which 
accidents can 
be attributed to 
a lack of safety 
measures. Ac-
cording to tes-
timonies from 
fellow trade 
unionists these 
accidents could 
have been avoi-
ded as shortco-
mings in health 
and safety have long been known.

There is a strong anti-union attitude both on plantations 
and in factories. Workers who are familiar with trade uni-
ons are in danger of having their work being terminated. If 
a worker is seen talking to a trade unionist or frequenting 
in a place that is also frequented by other trade unionists, 
such as a  bar, this may be enough to get that worker on a 
“blacklist”. This means that a new job on another planta-
tion is virtually excluded. In the factories the workers are 
granted partly gag orders (an order to restrict information 
on what goes on inside th factory).

“Our wage is only 
a tiny fraction of 
the price for each 
orange case”
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LEARNING AND TAKING ACTION
‘Think global and act local’ - that is the essence of Agenda 21 a document drafted during the Earth 
Summit on environmental sustainability held in Rio, Brazil in 1992. In the same way this slogan is 
equally applicable to the fruit industry particularly that of orange juice, given that oranges are pro-
duced in far away countries and sold in Malta. Fruits we consume often have to travel thousands of 
kilometres and hence has impact on the environment due to ‘food miles’ caused and there are con-
cerns on the labour rights of those who produced these fruits. As responsible consumers we need to 
reflect on what can we do to ensure that our purchases are ‘socially just’ and ecologically sustainable.

The “fair” breakfast

Attention: preservatives in 
fresh-squeezed orange juice
In order to prolong the shelf-life many citrus fruits 
are treated with preservatives such as thiabendazole 
and orthophenylphenol. These chemical kill the fun-
gus growing on oranges and can be used as a plant 
treating agent prior to harvesting, as well as orange 
peal treatment agents after harvesting. The chemi-
cal  have strong effects, for example thiabendazole, 
causes cause vomiting and dizziness at high doses 
while other pesticide residues can cause headaches 
and chronic mucosal disease. In packet juices where 
the crop is held directly by hand, the thiabendazole 
transmission on the hands is quite high. 

In order to avoid having nasty chemical being 
mixed with your orange juice when fresh orange 
juice is squeezed make sure that you use a cloth 
when squeezing the oranges. Otherwise wash the 

oranges prior to this process. It is estimated 
that around ¾ of these preservatives are 

washed away after rinsing the orange.

We are aware of the problems associated with consuming 
certain products - they are produced by people working 
in inhumane working conditions and receive little reward 
for their hard work. Despite being aware of these facts we 
often feel that we can do nothing to change this situation 
particularly because it is often difficult not to purchase pro-
ducts other than those produced by these powerful multi-
national companies. As responsible consumers we still 
have a great deal of influential power particularly because 
global trade is shaped by consumer behaviour - that is to 
say corporations will give in to demands of consumers. 

Until a few years ago big corporations such as Nestle de-
nounced the concept of Fair Trade. Today, knowing that 
consumers want Fair Trade chocolate and coffee they are 
working with some labelling organisations for some of 
their chocolate and coffee. This change was only prompted 
following consumer demand.

As responsible consumers we need to take responsibility 
over our consumption habits. Purchasing locally produced 
goods will eliminate the necessity for food to travel vast 
distances, hence contribute to global warming. Whene-
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ver goods are imported from the global south due regard 
should be paid to the Fair Trade logo, particularly because 
producers in developing countries have little means to en-
sure that their labour rights are respected. We encourage 
readers to start their day the fair way, that is to say by ea-
ting Fair Trade or ethical products for their breakfast.
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The big orange-taste test

Recipe: Fresh Orange
Juice Creme

Citrus fruits such as oranges are perfect for cooking and 
baking. During Christmas festivities they are often used 
as ingredients in cakes and other pastries. In summer 
they too can be used to come up with a delicious and 
refreshing drink or snack. The following is a recipie for 
orange creme that can be attempted with little efforts. 

In order to produce 6 servings you need
• 1 litre of orange juice
• 150 g sugar
• 3 Pck. Custard powder
• 2 cups cream
• 2 Pck. Vanilla sugar
• Decorations require: oranges, mandarin slices and 

chocolate decor.
• Preparation time: 30 minutes
• Resting time: about 2 hours.

Process
Mix 900 ml of orange juice with 150 grams of sugar in 
a saucepan over a stove and bring the juice to simmer. 
Once the juice has heated up you can add 100 ml cus-
tard powder mix. Make sure that you continuously stir 
the mix, preferably with a whisker while the juice is sim-
mering. Let it cook for another two minutes. Remove 
pan off the stove and continue stirring until the mixture 
cools down. After fill the cream in small bowl and let it 
settle for about two hours. Place in the refrigerator for if 
this is served cool. Prior to serving one can add pieces of 
fruit and chocolate for taste and decoration.

Does Fair Trade orange juice taste different from con-
ventional juice? Which juice is better: the one made from 
orange concentrate or the orange juice which is fresh? 
Do you notice any difference in the juices’ colour, small, 
sweetness and freshness when comparing the two? 

Get participants to taste a variety of orange juices and 
while carrying out the test use the following juices: that 
Organic, that Fair Trade, that locally produced and 
freshly squeezed juice.

The result of each test must be marked by the game 
coordinator after which the testing players must first 
close their eyes when tasting the orange juices. The 
game players are required to identify the different types 
of orange juices through the taste. The results would 
be kept on a result sheet so that the person who gets 
the most correct answers will be the winner.  Through 
tasting different orange juice participants will have to 
identify all the juices. The game coordinator will reveal 
the mystery and tell participants what juice were in each 
container. 

The game continue by encouraging participants to 
guess nutritional information about the juice and facts 
such as its origin. Lastly the game coordinator can set 
up a ranking to see which juice is the most favourite in 
that participant’s group.

Ph
ot

o:
 te

re
ss

a/
fo

to
lia

.d
e
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Juice Comparison Test

Template to Photocopy (Enlarge if necessary)

Ph
ot

os
: M

ar
co

 F
is

ch
er

Part 1: Taste and apperance

Juice 1 Juice 2 Juice 3 Juice 4 Juice 5 Juice 6

Colour  normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

 normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

 normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

 normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

 normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

 normal   
 rather dark 

 
 rather bright 
 ....................

Smell  like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

 like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

 like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

 like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

 like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

 like orange 
 somewhat 

artificial 
 unlike orange 
 ....................

Pulp  a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

 a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

 a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

 a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

 a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

 a lot 
 medium 
 little 
 none

Consistency  normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

 normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

 normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

 normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

 normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

 normal 
 rather thick 
 rather watery

Sweetness  not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

 not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

 not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

 not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

 not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

 not at all 
 rather sweet 
 rather sour 
 balanced

Part 2: What‘s in the Juice

Juice 1 Juice 2 Juice 3

Price

Bottle

Sugar Content

Mixed Fruit Juice

Language on package

I would recommend this 
orange juice because....

Sheet Total (points)

Juice 4 Juice 5 Juice 6

Price

Bottle

Sugar Content

Mixed Fruit Juice

Language on package

I would recommend this 
orange juice because

Sheet Total (points)

 Name of the orange taster:
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Fair Orange Advertising

Requirements  A template of the advertisement per parti-
cipnt and crayons.

Imagine that you are a producer of Fair Trade orange juice 
and now want to create an advertisement for this product. 
As the product is not marked with a Fair Trade label, all the 
criteria that are to convince the consumers that this pro-
duct has been prooduced in good conditions must be indi-
cated on the advertisement.

 Here’s how:  Think about what criteria must be fulfilled for 
you, so the orange juice deserves, the “fair trade” labelled 
on it. List now this order of importance and try to incorpo-
rate as many of your criteria in your advertising poster as 
possible. Start here with the most important to you.

Also think about that information required on the pa-
ckaging that is necessary for the consumer and carry this 
one on the empty field on the packaging.

Place all advertisements on a billboard, compare them and 
choose the most popular by voting for the poster which is 
most convincing for the participants. This can be used to 
start a discussion between participants.

Template to Photocopy (Enlarge if necessary)
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From the Plantation to the Tetra-
pack – The way our orange juice 

The worksheet below can be distributed to the 
participants. The sheet will help them think about 
the information covered in the introductory text 
(pages 7-9)

 

 1. The Orange   – Fill in the blanks:

The orange has its origin in   and started being imported into European coun-

tries around    years ago. Oranges grow mainly in    and 

  climates. Cultivation the plantations is carried out mostly by using 

 , which are harmful to the soil in the long term. The harvest of oranges takes place during the 

 , after flowering process. If oranges are harvested too early, their taste would be . 

Ripe oranges can also have a   peal colour and this depends on  .

 2. About the Juice Concentrate – True or False?

There are several fruit juices made from the fruit’s concentrate:  true  false:   

 

After  harvesting   fruit is taken to a factory and squeezed in pressing machines:  true  false:   

 

Through the pressing process the flavourings and water is removed from the oranges:  true  false:   

 

To produce one tonne of juice concentrate roughly 2,500 boxes of oranges are needed:  true  false:   

  

Once the juice concentrate is shipped to Europe, North Asia or North Ameri-

ca the concentrate is distributing into various bottling plants:  true  false: 

 

There the concentrate is directly placed in bottles and Tet-

ra Paks and then brought directly to the supermarket and other stores:  true  false: 

 

 3. Fruit Juice Trade Route    – Reflect on the trade route of orange juice and list the important stages in the route. Start 

from the harvesting of the oranges and end with the sale of juice in supermarkets or stores. (Tip: Write 10 steps.)

1.         2.     3.     4.   

5.        6.     7.     8.    

9.        10. 

 4. Abuses in Orange Juice Production :    

a) What problems do juice oranges farmers struggle with when harvesting oranges?

 

 

 

b) Discuss the conditions in which workers plantation harvest the oranges in.

(Highlight five aspects that are you are concerned with. )

1.   

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

c) What role do the fruit middlemen play in the orange harvest production?

 

 

 Once the juice concentrate is shipped to Europe, North Asia or North America the concentrate is distributing into various 

bottling plants:  true  false:    

There the concentrate is directly placed in bottles and Tetra Paks and then brought directly to the supermarket and other 

stores:  true  false: 
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Who makes the Orange 

go round?

One WorldTrade Game

Unfair international trade practices are not easy topics to 
be understood by young people from European countries 
who are not accustomed to depending on the production 
and sale of fruit to earn a living. This game demonstrates 
what it means to be controlled by powerful companies that 
dictate market prices. The game is less complicated than 
reality is and does leave some factors out. The winners and 
the losers of this game however adequately represent the 
groups who in actual fact win and loose out in the orange-
production industry.

 Playing Time:  
Approximately 90 minutes (including 20 minutes for “Har-
vest“)

 You will need: 
• Crayons, scissors, possibly a calculator
• Play Money: copy approximately 5x (page 17) and cut 

notes apart
• Copied event cards (multiplied by number of players)
• Copy “oranges”per “seasonal worker” x8

 Game Setting: 

 Divide the participants (ideal group size is 18 to 20) 
into five groups being: three Small-Scale Orange Pro-
ducers, two Gatos, two Concentrate Factory Owners, 
a Juice Manufacturer and the remaining participants 
act as Landless Harvest Helpers.

 Spread the previously copied event cards each group 
to its members.

 The 3 farmers each receive 1/3 of the copied sheets 
with oranges. The producers will receive all the money 
and the juice producers will get the cheques (page 17).

 Game Play: 

 1.  The factory owners will instruct the Gatos (the Midd-
leman) to employ the Landless Harvest Helpers to cut 
the oranges and give them money in return for the 
oranges they cut.

 2.  The Gatos will organise the Landless Harvest Helpers 
so they cut the oranges and will pay the orange pro-
ducers for their harvest. The Gatos will try to pay the 
orange producers the least amount of money possible 
for their produce. The Gatos will then bring the “har-
vest” to the factory owners.

 3.  The harvest helper will have 20 minutes time to co-
lour as much orange sheets as possible and neatly cut 
them out.

 4.  In the meantime the Small-Scale Orange producers 
will negotiate with the factory owners the price of the 
oranges. 

 5.  The “Juice Manufacturer” will purchase the orange 
juice concentrate from the factory owners.

 6.  All players will calculate their profits (or losses).

 After the game: 

The group discusses the following questions:

 Which group earned most money and how much?

 Who had the most difficult work?

 Did any players engage in taking and cooperative 
measures? If so, where there any measures that were 
successful?

It is important that players have enough time of time to 
talk about their feelings and experiences during the game.
Source: TRANSFAIR

 

*   Gato is a middle men who employs poor workers for menial and dangerous work

10 kg 
Oranges

10 kg 
Oranges

10 kg 
Oranges

10 kg 
Oranges

10 kg 
Oranges

10 kg 
Oranges

A
t least 8

 copies required
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You have 2
0

 acres of land, on w
hich you have planted oran-

ge trees a decade ago. A
t that tim

e the industry w
as boo-

m
ing and you dream

t of buying m
ore land. In som

e years 
the w

orld m
arket prices for oranges w

ent dow
n, very dow

n. 
T

he buyers of your orange produce (those of the concen-
trate factory) gave you lesser and lesser for the oranges 
each year.  T

he tim
e for your harvest has arrived. For nine 

m
onths you prayed that the w

eather, pests or diseases 
does not destroy your orange harvest. M

ost of the m
o-

ney you have is spent on pesticides to keep aw
ay insects, 

flies and m
ites w

hich destroy your crop. A
 hard w

ork, but 
at least you are your ow

n boss and you take orders from
 

nobody. For how
 long that w

ill last? If the proceeds of your 
oranges is still so low

 that production costs are barely co-
vered you have to get into debt, or give you up your field 
and you look for w

ork in the city. B
ut m

aybe you can nego-
tiate a good price for your harvest today. You can offer the 
G

atos (persons arranging for the collection of oranges) an 
estim

ated daily harvest of six tons (1 ton =
 1.0

0
0

 kg), from
 

w
hich about 6

0
0

 litres of orange juice concentrate (O
JC

) 
can be produced. O

n the N
ew

 York Stock Exchange, one 
litre O

JC
 is traded at about 0

.9
0

 euros (therefore 6
0

0
 litre 

are traded for 5
4

0
 euros). T

hough one litre of O
JC

 five litres 
of orange juice can be produced. In Europe, a litre of juice 
costs about 0

.9
0

 euros. Five m
ultiplied by 0

.9
0

 euro result 
to 4

.5
0

 euro and this is the value of one litre of orange juice 
concentrate (O

JC
), w

hich is also equal to approxim
ately in 

2
0

 kg of oranges. For every tonne of oranges you sell you 
get 3

2
.5

0
 euro (i.e. 3

.2
5

 euro per kg) in the original harvest.

Task:
1. N

egotiate w
ith the concentrate factory ow

ner the price 
for your harvest. If the m

anufacturer offers you too little, 
try w

ith another factory ow
ner.

2
. T

hen com
puting from

 your daily earnings. N
ote here 

that your production costs (etc. your daily w
ork, w

ork 
equipm

ent, interest on loans) am
ounted to 0

.0
2

9
5

euro 
per kg of oranges.

Exam
ple calculation:

H
arvest quantity: 1 ton

R
evenue: EU

R
 3

2
.5

0
C

ost per ton: 0
.0

2
9

5
 x 10

0
0

 =
 2

9
.5

0
 Euro

Profit: 3
euro per tonne

Task:
T

he C
oncentrate Factory has given you the 

task 
of 

engaging 
seasonal 

w
orkers. 

T
hey 

should be brought to w
ork in the surrounding 

orange plantations. You choose the people 
w

ho w
ork m

ost since you need to get as m
any 

oranges as possible to the factory ow
ners.  

Your job w
ill be to ensure that oranges get cut 

and then to pay the w
ages to the w

orkers in 
the evening. Producers w

ho do not w
ork w

ell 
w

ill have to be dism
issed. For each 8

0
 kg of 

cut oranges you pay the seasonal w
orkers 1 

cent w
age. Later you take the harvest to the 

factory ow
ner and from

 them
 you w

ill recei-
ve 0

.0
0

12
5

 Euro for the kg of oranges you sell 
them

.

W
hat is the am

o
unt o

f m
o

ney yo
u co

llect at 
the end o

f the gam
e?

You have recently lost your perm
anent job at 

the factory. Today it is 4
:3

0
 in the m

orning 
and you have just w

oken.  You w
ant to try to 

get a job as a seasonal w
orker. T

here is not 
m

uch food in the house, just a glass of w
ater 

and a few
 cold beans from

 the night before. 
Food is expensive and it has been a long tim

e 
since you ate very w

ell.

You have tw
o sm

all children that w
ill be taken 

care of by your m
other w

hile you w
ill be out 

at w
ork. Your spouse has died a few

 years ago 
from

 illness and you have spent m
ost of your 

m
oney on doctors.  In order to get to w

ork you 
have to w

alk for one hour. O
nce you get there 

tw
o G

atos are w
aiting to take the people to 

w
ork. Today you are lucky and you w

ill be able 
to join them

 to w
ork in the plantations. T

here 
you w

ill w
ork from

 6
 till 12

 o’clock. T
he sun is 

hot and your back gets quite painful. A
t this 

tim
e you have a short break and then conti-

nue at w
ork. T

he m
ore oranges you get the 

m
ore m

oney you m
ake. A

t 6
 in the afternoon 

the last sacks full of oranges are received by 
the G

atos. Today you have m
anaged to pick 

up 16
0

0
kg of oranges. T

his is not bad because 
at least you can buy som

ething to share w
ith 

your children after w
ork.  B

ut in order to pay 
for you and your children’s clothes, school, 
books and health expenses you have to pay 
15

euro a day.

H
ow

 m
uch salary are yo

u go
ing ho

m
e w

ith 
at the end o

f the day?

Your com
pany sells various drinks and one of 

them
 is orange juice. You have different m

a-
nufacturing com

panies in Europe and also sell 
som

e of your products to A
m

erica. You m
a-

nufacture orange juice concentrate (a paper-
orange juice corresponds to 10

 kg of oranges 
that m

ake up 1 litre of O
JC

). T
he m

arket price 
for 1 Litre of O

JC
 is fallen from

 0
.8

6
5

euro to 
0

.8
5

euro. T
his is good for you because you 

can purchase the juice at a cheaper price. 
You pay the factory ow

ner for the orange juice 
before it is sold to you and you the factory 
0

.8
5

euro for each litre of unprocessed oran-
ge juice (O

JC
) you purchase. From

 1 litre of 
unprocessed orange juice (O

JC
) you w

ill pro-
duce 5

 litres of orange juice w
hich you sell for 

0
.4

5
Euro per litre at the superm

arket. 
Your production costs are 0

.2
6

Euro per litre 
(includes price paid to orange producer).

H
ow

 m
uch m

o
ney did yo

u m
ake at the

end o
f the gam

e?

You com
e from

 a fam
ily that has produced oranges for 

generations. W
ith the help of your parents you have built 

a factory for the production of orange juice concentrate 
based in an orange producing country. Life is cheap there 
and you earn a good w

age, m
aking you a rich person. Your 

factory w
ashes and squeezes the oranges that produces 

unprocessed orange juice concentrate (O
JC

) w
hich is sold 

m
ostly to the Juice Producers in European and A

m
erican 

continent. Today you contract tw
o G

atos to find you seaso-
nal w

orkers so that they can get you the oranges and pay 
them

 from
 before. B

efore today you have not yet conside-
red that you w

ant to pay 2
7

.5
0

Euros for one tonne of oran-
ges, but this has been set by the w

orld m
arket price that 

has fallen sharply since the last harvest. T
he current m

arket 
value for 10

0
 litres of unprocessed orange juice is 8

6
.5

0
euro 

(0
.8

5
euro for 1litre of O

JC
). 

T
he  costs for producing 10

0
litres of concentrate out of 

1tonne of orange juice are the follow
ing:

G
ato, seasonal w

orkers and 
14

,0
0

 Euro 
Transport
C

om
m

odities (oranges from
 farm

ers)  2
7

,5
0

 Euro
Factory costs (processing oranges          2

8
,0

0
 Euro

into concentrate) 
Your Profit   

17
,0

0
 Euro                                                                                          

 
-------------

Total 
8

6
,5

0
 Euro

You w
ill start the gam

e by giving the Sm
all Scale O

range 
Producers the m

oney needed to cut the oranges (this w
ork 

w
ill be done by the Landless H

arvest H
elpers) and they m

ust 
give back all the oranges that the Landless H

arvest H
elpers 

m
anage to cut (even if this is m

ore or less than w
hat you 

paid for). T
hese w

ill be delivered by the G
ato and he or she 

m
ust be given 0

.0
0

12
5

 euro per kg of oranges he delivers. 
G

ive the Sm
all Scale O

range Producers the m
oney for 

the am
ount of oranges that he has to sell to you. B

ut the 
Sm

all Scale O
range Producer m

ust give you m
ore oran-

ges if the price of O
JC

 has now
 fallen. G

ive the G
ato a fee 

of 0
.0

0
12

5
Euro per kg of oranges. Take these oranges (1 

O
range =

 1 litre O
JC

) and sell them
 as “concentrate”to the 

O
range Juice M

anufacturers. Target price is 0
.8

6
5

 Euro per 
litre. If the juice m

anufacturers give you less than 0
.8

6
5

Eu-
ros per litre O

JC
, dem

and from
 farm

ers back the difference.
(N

ote: 8
6

.5
0

 m
inus 8

5
 =

 1.5
0

 euro repaym
ent per ton).

C
alculate yo

ur daily gain after selling the O
JC

 to
 the 

O
range Juice M

anufacturer w
hich is 20%

 over all o
f yo

ur 
co

sts. 

Sm
all Scale O

range Pro
ducers

Landless H
arvest H

elper
C

o
ncentrate Facto

ry O
w

ners
G

ato

O
range Juice Pro

ducer

C
opy and C

ut
 W

ho m
akes the O

range G
o round?
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C
op

y 
an

d 
C

ut

 Templates for the required elements for the game
A

G
R

O
B

A
N

K

A
G

R
O

B
A

N
KPay This Cheque To Pay This Cheque To

in Words: in Words:

Signature Signature

Euro Euro

1 Cent

5 Cent

10 Cent

50 Cent

1 Euro

2 Euro

5 Euro

10 Euro

1 Euro

2 Euro

5 Euro

50 Euro

1 Euro

2 Euro

5 Euro

50 Euro

10 Cent

50 Cent

10 Cent

50 Cent

1 Cent

5 Cent

1 Cent

5 Cent
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PART 2:  
MOBILE PHONES

“We matter to people in Europe be-
cause otherwise they would not ship 
their    waste to us”
Ibrahim, 16 years, Ghana

Photo: Syda Productions - Fotolia.com
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A mobile phone  
is worth gold! 

Advancement in communication technology has created 
many benefits for consumers. Until a few years ago one 
could only use a landline to talk and send faxes. Today 

smart phones provide us with a wide range of tools, such as mu-
sic players, GPS, camera, shopping utilities and most go even 
as far as being able to transfer money. Each year they become 
faster and cooler.

The value of a mobile phone, including that of a laptop 
or tablet decreases as soon as a new model is released. 
This not only affects the market but is a great concern to 
the environment given that the production and disposal 
of electronic equipment has a variety of adverse ecologi-
cal effects. 

Despite this revolution in technology making it easy for us to 
communicate no attention is given to the labour rights of mobi-
le phone producers. Nor has there been any particular attention 
paid to the ecological consequence of mobile phones. 

Semiprecious Material Used to Produ-
ce Mobile Phones 

Cables, contacts, circuit boards and batteries found in 
mobile phones require about 30 different kinds of metals, 
such as copper, aluminium, cobalt and coltan. The disposal 
of these metals involves complicated chemical processes 
used to separate the metals from the ore, which usually 

Adapted from: Make IT Fair - Magazine: Make IT Green (2009)

involve the use of highly toxic substances such as mer-
cury or cyanide. 
This extraction process is being done mainly in coun-
tries of the global South, such as in Congo, Peru or 
Chile where protective clothing, safety precautions 
and ventilation in factories are often poor or absent. 
Moreover miners get low wages for their hard and dan-
gerous work and are not covered by social insurance.
Hence if they get injured on their place of work they will 
be forced into sheer poverty since they would have no 
source of income.

The production of these semiprecious metals results in 
the degradation of the environment. Particularly those 
living in the area suffer from air pollution, contamina-
ted soil and poisoned water due to the disposal of these 
toxic substances. 

Mining operations may require whole communities to 
leave their homes so as to make room for the construc-
tion of mines. This forces indigenous groups to leave 
their homes, which often consists in fertile agricultural 

To use fewer 

resources and to 

opt for recyclable 

materials 

More environ-
mentally friendly 
and socially 
responsible ex-
traction of raw 
materials 

No use of par-

ticularly toxic 

materials and 

fair working 

conditions in the 

factories 

Product durabili-

ty: mobile phones 

have to last 

longer

Increase the recyclabi-lity of the products and ensure that the waste is not exported illegally and dumped into developing countries 

DEVELOPMENT EXTRACTION OF 
RAW MATERIALS

PRODUCTION
       TRADE &
 CONSUMPTION

WATE DISPOSAL

Ethical consumption of mobile phones has to take into consideration all the different phases of pro-
duction and disposal.  The following is an illustration of a phone‘s life cycle:
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grounds from which they can earn a living and are forced 
to go and live in slums.  Rarely if ever, are such communi-
ties given proper compensation for the land which they are 
deprived from.

Certain semiprecious metals such as Tantalum and Co-

lumbium (Colton) are fought over by rebel groups and the-
re have been armed conflicts between groups in order to 
control areas where these metals may be extracted from. 
Indeed the extraction of these metals in countries such as 
Democratic Republic of Congo leads to conflicts and wars. 

Production - enslaving for a lower price

 To reduce production costs, electronic companies relocate 
their production to countries where wages are lower and 
environmental laws are not strict. For example more than 
50 percent of the global IT equipment is produced in China. 

Use of mobile Phones

Most people change their mobile phones after one or two 
years mainly due to rapid development in technology 
and because many do not want to be seen using an old-

fashioned phone. Indeed 
some mobile phone ope-
rators actually encoura-
ge people to replace their 
phone after such period 
of time namely by provi-
ding contracts that would 
make it more cost effec-
tive to enter into a new 
agreement and receive a 
new phone. 

This leads to an increase 
of materials and energy 
consumption given that 
energy is not only used to 
charge the device but also 
to manufacture the mobi-
le.

Waste Disposal 
and Recycling

Your mobile phone stop-

                  Did you know that...
 In Europe more than 95 percent of 

teenagers have a mobile phone.

 Over 160 million mobile phones 
are scrapped annually in Europe

 The average life of a mobile pho-
ne is only 18 months. 

“I have no protective clothing, that’s why I have 
scars of monitors’ shards and metal edges all 
over my body. I try not to inhale the smoke, but 
I often get headaches.I also can’t play football 
anymore, because I easily lose my breath.

People in Europe apparently don’t care about us, 
otherwise they wouldn’t send us their garbage”.

Ibrahim is 16 and has worked  since he was 8 in the giant e-waste 
dump in Ghana’s capital Accra. He wakes up every morning at 6 
a.m. on a good day he earns 80 cents.

Source: Make it fair – make it green (2009)

Factory workers in a production line in China. Photo: SACOM
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ped working or you fancy a new one? The old one usually 
ends up in the drawer for ages. For example, in Germany 
about 83 millions mobile phones are stored in personal dra-
wers. On average each German has one lying at home. The 
standards of living in Malta permit many on the islands to 
have one or two old unused mobile phones at home. 

This practice causes valuable materials used for production 
of mobile phones to remain hidden in our homes and hence 
cannot be recycled and used again before being brought 
for correct disposal.

60-80 percent of the components of a mobile phone are 
recyclable and hence could be used again in the production 
of new mobile phones or in the electronics industry. The 
recycling process involves the use of less energy than the 
extraction and transport of new metals and it makes to-
xic substances used in mobile phones, such as arsenic and 
lead, harmless.

In the European Union consumers can give back their old 
mobile phones and producers have the duty to take them 
back and recycle them. Nevertheless, often old mobile pho-
nes end up in landfills, a practice that is actually forbidden 
given that they contain environmentally harmful compo-
nents.

Electronic waste is a problem affecting most countries 
around the world and is one of the most dangerous in view 
of the amount of toxic substances contained in electro-
nic goods. Although only working products can be expor-
ted most of our e-garbage ends up in South-East Asia or 
Africa. It has been reported that in Ghana huge amounts 
of e-waste stockpiles are deposited in places where plen-
ty of kids, without any sort of protection, dismantle and 
sort them out for the purpose of obtaining semi-precious 
metals such as cooper. People in poor countries risk dis-
mantling such goods without proper protection, namely 
by burning scrap in open air and through acid baths which 
make it possible for these metals to be separated. This con-
taminates not only soil and groundwater, but is also very 
dangerous for human health due to the poisonous vapours 
that are released in these processes.

Hence the electronic life-cycle is closed and those who pay 
for our excessive IT-consumption are children and workers 
of the global South who survive by savaging through our 
waste and exposing themselves to serious harm through 
this process.
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BECOME ACTIVE 
As responsible consumers we should be aware about the mainstream complex production chain of 
electronic devices which processes often leads to serious environmental degradation and promotes 
human rights and labour rights abuses. What is usually required in order to avoid environmental and 
social injustice is that existing laws are enforced.This alone,would already be a considerable step forward!

Often environmental and employment laws cannot be enforced since developing countries do not have adequate 
infrastructure. In particular there are no police, environmental or labour rights officials who could ensure that these 
injustices and abuses do not take place. Hence compliance with such regulation remains purely on a voluntary basis. 
That is to say, multinational companies are free to bind themselves to respect labour rights and ensure that there is 
no irreperable environmental damage in production. 

So far, voluntary based guidelines could hardly encourage enterprises to change anything. Indeed an increase in 
workers’ wages has a negligible impact on a product’s final price. For example an iPhone 5 in autumn 2012 cost 
160€ while manufacturing the components cost was just 6.23€.

As ethical consumers we are obliged to demand change. 

Some practical suggestions follow.

Purchasing decisions

We can improve our consumption patterns 
in many ways and the following are 
points for reflection:

 Is it really necessary?   Ethical issu-
es concerning energy, the respect 
for human rights and environ-
mental considerations require 
us to ask the first questions: 
do I really need a new mobile 
phone? Can I use my old one 
for another year or two?

- Question shop assistants 
Customers have the right 
to ask for further informa-
tion. If more people ask 
questions such as: “where 
was this mobile phone pro-
duced in?” or “were social 
and ecological standards 
met during production?” the 
industry will show an interest 
in the matter and take concre-
te action . Intel for example has 
placed some information about 
the source of the metals used to 
create its components on its websi-
te and labels then as ‘conflict-free mi-
nerals’. Unfortunately however the entire 
process is not transparent and there is no 
further information provided on their web-
site. However Intel’s action demonstrates 

that consumer action can prompt companies into taking 
action. Questions to companies are usually best directed 
to the marketing department who would be keen on en-
suring an impeccable corporate image. One would usually 

have to ask further questions given that the reply 
given may be a misleading one. Such answer 

usually avoids directly responding to the 
question asked and beats around the 

bush.

- Green Mobile Phones?   
The “green IT devices” are 
very popular nowadays. 
However, some companies 
think it is enough to provide 
energy-saving products or 
services to call themselves 
“green”. Be careful, this 
green might not be “green 
enough”. There are many 
“green” innovations in the 
IT world. Some of them aim 

at reducing the use and pro-
duction of toxic chemicals 

while others focus on the use 
of energy efficiency, durability 

or recyclability of the products. 
A real “green” product combines 

all of these developments and does 
not ignore the extraction of raw ma-

terials and production. Question the 
seller and the manufacturer about the 

meaning of the “green” label on the pro-
duct.
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Compare Companies 

Comparing which company produces the most ethical 
phones is a complicated exercise. The first hurdle is that 
many big brands get the components from the same sup-
pliers. Although monitoring one company is easier that 
monitoring several, each large brand would have its own 
terms and conditions with the electronics supplier, hence 
one would need to scrutinise such an agreement.

 Greenpeace – Guide to greener electronics:  
Greenpeace created its own ranking system of IT compa-
nies, the “Guide to Greener Electronics” focusing on mobile 
phones and computers producers. 

The organisation evaluated 18 leading IT companies on 
their commitment and progress on three environmental 
cri teria being: Energy and Climate, Greener Products and 
Sustaina ble Operations. In practice that this study evalu-
ated these 18 companies on their reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions, banning of toxic substances in IT products, 
responsible recycling and their commitment to avoiding 
using un sustainable materials in the products or packing. 

The study may be found following the link below:
www.greenpeace.org > guide to greener electronics

Fairness and sustainability 
are not a priority in the IT 
industry, Campaign "make 
IT fair" 
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 Continue using your charger :  Due to the standar-
dization of the parameters for mobile chargers it is no 
longer necessary to purchase a new one with an each 
new mobile phone  given that your old charger is likely 
to charge your new mobile phone. Write to your mobi-
le company informing them that the charger provided 
was not necessary encouraging them to remove such 
charger from new packages.

Photo: Fairphone

The first Fair Phone was introduced by a Dutch 
company in 2013. The manufacturers described 
it as a “cool smartphone which puts social values 
first”. Fair smartphones contain conflict-free raw 
materials such as coltan. Moreover production 
in China is carried out under controlled working 
and safety standards where workers get a fair 
living wage and the company constantly strives to 
improve the fairness and transparency along the 
production chain, including recycling the phone 
after use. 

www.fairphone.com 

Fair Phones as the beginning
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Inform Yourself  and 
Demand Change!

Inform Others & Create a 
Snowball Effect 

Disposing
Responsibly

Everyone should contribute and demand environmental 
and social justice. Know who you are since everyone has a 
role to play in achieving this goal.

Request Information: to show our interest we should al-
ways ask where was the product made and what social 
and ecological standards were met in the production. 

Company’s Responsibility: find an occasion to remind com-
panies about their responsibilities and appeal for change.

Suggest concrete improvements for companies such as 
keeping an old mobile phone in order to receive a favoura-
ble contract or other type of incentives.

You start and others will follow your idea and spread it. 

At first you can inform your friends and relatives. Tell them 
what is beyond their modern smartphone or tablet and 
what they should do to avoid supporting the wrong practi-
ces and why it is necessary to use one device as long as 
possible.

Organise an informative project on this topic in your group, 
community, at your school or university. Do a survey of e.g. 
using/changing the mobile phones. Spread awareness and 
suggest how to take a concrete action.

Organise an event/campaign to collect old mobile phones. 
Ask your friends, announce it in your school, university, pa-
rish, community or work. Consider doing it in public.

In this way you can dispose many old mobile phones from 
the drawers and take them on the right place – the collec-
tion centre. 

Connect your ideas and actions with the ideas and actions 
of other people. For example, you can get some inspiration 
from website of Make IT Fair: www.makeITfair.org

If old mobile phones and laptops were responsibly dis-
posed of, many recyclable semi-precious metals would 
be re-used and less extraction of other raw materials 
would be necessary for new IT products.

The campaign makeITfair recommends three principles: 

Use it longer!  
Use the IT device longer rather than buying a new one. Re-
member, it can often be repaired. 

Reuse it!  
If you need a mobile phone, smartphone, tablet or com-
puter just for writing, playing or surfing, choose a second-
hand one, which is also much cheaper. Simply ask your 
friends if anyone would like to get rid of any IT device. Some 
companies or enterprises sell perfect second-hand devices 
as well. On the other hand, if you have an unused IT device 
at home, you can sell it to someone who can use it.

 Recycle it! 
The most important rule is to not dispose of your old elec-
tronic device in the bin (this is also illegal within the EU). 
The right place for getting rid of your old device is a recy-
cling centre. The resellers must accept old mobile phones, 
chargers, game consoles etc. They are obliged to accept 
and professionally recycle old devices. In Malta, one can 
ensure that mobile phones and other electronic devices are 
properly disposed of by taking them to ‘bring in’ sites (also 
known as Civic Amenity Sites).

NO Excuses: Do not excuse yourself by shifting blame. Re-
sponsibility is not just up to the suppliers and other partici-
pants in the production chain. We are all responsible for the 
products we purchase and make use of. 

Write to the manufactures of your electronic device and 
encourage them to produce socially and environmentally 
friendly electronic devices. The more feedback these com-
panies get the higher is the chance that improvements will 
take place.
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 Fair Phones: 

 http://www.fairphone.com 

 Greenpeace - Guide to greener electronics: 

 http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/
campaigns/toxics/electronics/Guide-to-Greener-
Electronics/

 Make IT Fair: European campaign for more fairness 
in the IT industry. Extensive studies, brochures and 
information. 

 http://www.makeitfair.org 

 Poulsen, Frank (2010): “Blood in the Mobile”- film 
about Coltan mining and involvement in war ope-
rations in Congo. Youtube Channel:

 https://www.youtube.com/user/bloodinthemobile

Further Information is to be found here:

Mobile Phone in Ordinary Trash?! Photo:Stefanie Hirte (BDKJ)
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Certainly most people have a mobile phone in their 
pocket or bag. Let’s try with some easy exercises and 
games to get to know more about our habits with our 
little technological tools.

METHODS FOR 
GETTING STARTED

1, 2 or 3? Who is into 
Mobile Phones?

The numbers 1, 2 and 3 are placed in the room 
(on the wall or the floor). The questions below 
are read and participants have to move close 
to the number they think that is correct. Tho-
se who are on the correct number get a little 
reward (e.g. a candy).

Which mobile phone manufacturer was the lar-
gest one in 2012?

 1   Apple  2   Nokia  3   Samsung

Answer 3. Samsung managed (after 14 years) to replace 
Nokia from the top of the global mobile phone business>

----------------------------------------------------------------------
How many mobile phones are produced per se-
cond in the world?

 1   9   2   36    3   78

Answer 2. Mobile phones are mainly produced in Asian 
countries.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Where is the number of mobile phone users rising 
fastest

 1   Australia  2   Africa  3   South America

Answer 2. In Africa the use of mobile phones has grown 
most rapidly in the last years. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
One ton of mobile phones waste contains appro-
ximately 240 grams of gold, 2.5 kg of silver, 92 
grams of palladium, 92 kg of copper and 38 kg of 
cobalt. Cell phones are real gold mines. 

 1   50%   2   30%  3   60-80%

Answer 3. 60-80%, it could be then used as secondary raw 
materials for production of new mobile phones.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
What percent of mobile phones sold annually is 
being recycled?

 1  ca. 70%  2  ca. 35%  3   ca. 5% 

Answer 3. Only five percent. The rest ends in households, 
perhaps even in household garbage. The electronic waste 
dump is the fastest growing waste mountain in the world.

123

Welcome & Introduction

Each participant says his or her name, how many 
mobile phones they have used so far, the company 
they are subscribed to and what kind of contract 
the participant is using at the moment.

Interview in pairs/group

At first participants discuss in pairs and then they 
share the information in a larger group. Partici-
pants can discuss about questions such as:

 How many/which mobile phone do you have? 
How much do you spend each month? What 
do you use your mobile for?

 Which application in your mobile phone do 
you use most?

 What do you know about the production chain 
of mobile phones?
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The game of the “Four Corners” Game requires that four corners are labeled with A, B, C 
and D accordingly. Participants will have to answer the 
questions by standing close the corresponding corner 
containing their answer. After the participants position 
themselves close to the answer the game coordinator asks  A 

for over 5 
years

 A 
 up to 5€

 A 
Calls

 A 
266 Euro

 A 
 none  A 

50

 B 
for over 2 
years

 B 
up to 10€

 B 
SMS

 B 
166 Euro

 B 
one

 B 
100

 C 
for less than 
a year 

 C 
more than 
20€

 C 
Games

 C 
66 Euro

 C 
more 
than 3 

 C 
200

 D 
for less than 
six months
 

 D 
up to 20€ 

 D 
Internet 

 D 
6 Euro 

 D 
2-3
  D 

300 
 

For how long have you 
been using your current 
mobile phone?

How much would you pay 
monthly for using your 
mobile phone?

Which function of your 
mobile phone do you use 
the most?

 How much do you think is the 
costs of assembling an iPhone 
5? (if the selling price is about 
500€)

How many old mobile 
phones do you have at 
your home? How many components 

do you think are in a mo-
bile phone?
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The “Reading Diary” educational method can be adapted 
for a number of topics. When applying it to the topic of 
mobile phones it is particularly useful since there are many 
contradictions behind their production and use of IT de-
vices that need to be discussed. 

Duration:   Several Weeks - The method is therefore for 
fixed group such as classes or youth groups.

Group size:   5-30 participants aged 11+

Space Requirements:   A room with tables and chairs 

Materials:   Folders or large posters, newspaper articles, 
paper, pens, possibly a computer with Internet access
 

A Reading Diary is a portfolio where newspaper articles, 
short texts and information about a particular topic are 
collected. The goal is to promote critical thinking and en-
courage critical engagement with media and information. 

The participants are given the task to collect newspaper 
and media articles on the topic of mobile phone or electical 
waste, which task is to be completed over a period of time. 
The texts are collected and compiled into a Reading Diary 
that can be used by any person or jointly by small groups. 

In small groups the collected materials are analysed and 
classified by topic. 

The following points may be used to start a debate:  

 How long and how detailed is the text of the different 
journals? 

 What is the content of the text? 
 In what media was the article published? 
 Who wrote it? (Journalist, cell phone company, expert, 

user, etc…)
 Are there any pictures? If so, which ones? 
 What aspects of the long value chain of mobile phones 

are highlighted? 
 Which aspects are not mentioned? 
 What information do you think is still missing?

In the end, the groups present their results.
Afterwards some specific topics can be debated, e.g. ad-
vertising and presentation of IT products.

(Inspired by: Mountain Hammer, Doris, The world in my phone, Vienna 2012 p.10) 

Reading Diary More Electronic Waste? 
The Headstand Method

The "Headstand  Method" is a thought-based exercise by 
which participants are encouraged to develop solutions 
through a creative problem solving technique. Participants 
are invited to approach the problem in an unu sual way and 
to change their perspectives on the given topic, hence find 
alternatives. 

Duration:              30 minutes
Space requirements:  a room   
Group size:              5-30 people, from 11 years 
Material:   Poster or wrapping paper, pens

The initial question might be: “What can I do to reduce e-
waste and avoid it being illegally shipped to Africa?”

The question stands tall on the blackboard or on a large 
poster. The participants are now asked to reverse this sen-
tence, for example: “What can I do to make the e-waste 
mountains grow and ship as much illegal waste to Africa 
as I can?”

The participants now collect ideas that come to them to 
reverse problems and write them on the board or on a lar-
ge poster. Reversing usually results in a very creative and 
amusing process. 

As a next step, the newly found “anti-ideas”are again re-
versed. The ideas are written on a poster and displayed 
in the room. If the group is large, you can work in small 
groups. It is important to reflect on the questions and what 
is said afterwards. 

Possible questions: 

 How did you feel in this exercise? 
 Could this “headstand” thinking be applied in other 

areas?
 If yes, which ones? What would be the advantage?
 Which solutions or suggestions or alternatives are rea-

listic? Are they easy to apply?
 What further steps could we make? 

Individual ssolutions are shared in the group. 
Various other output issues and questions in the area of 
ethical consumption are possible. 
 
Source: Mountain Hammer, Doris (2013): electrical aid! Materials for educational work, 
Vienna: south, p.18 
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Is cell phone use justifiable? 
- The Debate 

After participants are invited to collect infor-
mation, worksheets or films, they discuss 
the responsibilities and opportunities 
for action as consumers. Through 
a debating exercise participants 
will examine the topic and encou-
rages them to take position on a 
number of issues. 

Duration:  45 minutes for  
 every discussion,  
 plus the subsequent  
 evaluation of 15 min.
 Note:  Include additional prepa- 
  ration time for the speakers! 
Group size:  at least 12-40 people, age 14 years old

Space requirements: a room with tables and chairs

Material required:      stopwatch, stop signal (if necessary),  
  computer, newspapers and other re 
  search materials. Prizes to be given  
  to the winning group.

First, the debate topic needs to be chosen. Select from 
these below one that you think could be interesting or 
decide for a new topic. Now divide the group into three 
sub-groups: the supporters, the critics and a panel of up 
to four people as the jury. Each group has time to inform 
themselves about the topic, the position to be taken and 
to collect arguments and presentation materials. The two 
debating groups select each four speakers. Three argue in 
turn for three minutes, the fourth spokesperson has finally 
five minutes to summarize the arguments of the previous 
speakers. The jury will evaluate the speakers according to 
a defined scheme and gives constructive feedback to the 
group.

Finally, the winning team will be crowned.

Possible theories: 

 A life without a mobile phone these days is no longer 
conceivable. 

 I can do something about the problems in the mobile 
phone production. 

 Political decisions - national governments need to get 

involved and they need to take action to change the 
working and production system of the IT industry.

 No raw materials should be extracted from Congo 
anymore.

 Too many  functioning phones are thrown away. 
Therefore, it should be the law to buy a phone only 
every 3 years.

 Apple has a gain of 50% on the final price of a new 
iphone. This is too much.

Educational Game 
“On the trail to 
my cell phone”
Created as part of the EU project “I shop fair”. This 
learning game provides many other suggestions for 
an introduction to the subject of ethical procurement 
of mobile phones and IT. The game chain in its com-
plete sequence lasts three hours and is intended for 
young people aged 12-19 years. It can be download 
at: www.ishopfair.net
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PART 3:  
CLOTHING

“We want to work, but in dignity. Enterprises 
must offer decent working conditions in the 
world market factories. They cannot ignore 
their responsibilities towards workers any 
longer.”
Sandra Ramos, Director of the women‘s movement Maria Elena Cuadra, Nicaragua

Picture above: Textile workers in Bangladesh in their living rooms . Photo: Taslima Akhter / Clean Clothes Campaign
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Clothes on Sale?   
Fashion in Focus. 

Persons working in precarious and unfair working 
conditions offered by the textile industry in various 
countries provide us with the clothes required. In or-

der to ensure a reduction in costs clothing and footwear 
companies outsource their production to a few countries 
that are known for having low wages and where labour 
rights are absent or unenforceable.

Certain developing countries may have labour rights on 
their statute books, however these rights may be inacces-
sible by the poor classes of the working population. Egypt 
for example has a national minimum wage of LE1,200 
(roughly 138€ ) month, however, most people are paid less 
than this amount given that it is often difficult for one to 
find work in the first place.

Apart from decent wages there are other labour rights that 
need to be respected. Other important rights are those re-
lating to safe working conditions, minimum hours of rest, 
right to join a trade union, rules regulating unfair dismissal, 
equality at the workplace and other labour rights. Often 
these are also not be respected. Otherwise when local law 
provides for such right those employed may not be able 
to access these rights. Enforcing these rights is often not 
a simple task given that these involve court and attorney 
costs, something which the poor do not afford.    

In view that textile producers wish to have low production 
costs the favourite countries for the textile industry are 
China, Bangladesh, Cambodia and Burma. In some of the 
factories found in these countries, low wages are the least 
of the problem for workers given that safety is much more 
of an issue! 

One of the most shocking accidents in the textile industry 
happened on the 24th April 2013 when a garment facto-
ry, named Rana Plaza, collapsed leaving 1,129 people dead 
and another 2,515 injured, some with permanent disabili-
ties including loss of hands, arms and limbs. When the buil-
ding collapsed at 9.00a.m. just under 3,500 people were in 
the building. The walls of the building had been showing 
deep cracks for days yet no action was taken by the factory 
owner.  

Following the Rana Plaza accident 29 of the brands to 
whom suppliers worked for were invited to take responsi-
bility for their production and participate in talks on how to 
compensate the victims of the Bangladesh factory disas-
ter. Only 9 of those invited showed good faith and atten-
ded the meeting to discuss terms for compensation, these 

being Bon Marché, Camaieu, El Corte Ingles, Kik, Loblaw, 
Mascot, Matalan, Primark and Store Twenty One. The 
others did not even bother to participate and these included 
some famous brands such as Adler, Benetton, C&A, Carre-
four, The Children’s Place, Essenza, FTA International, Gu-
eldenpfennig, Iconix Brand, Inditex, JC Penney, Kids Fashion 
Group, Mango, Manifattura Corona, Premier Clothing, Tex-
man and Walmart.

While only one major accident happened in the sector in the 
past few years millions of other textile workers were expo-
sed to perilous practices at their place of work and no com-
mitment has been shown to tackle the problem of unsafe 
work practices. 

“Flash Fashion”: Lowering Standards  

of Work?
 

Flash Fashion is a marketing strategy that developed in re-
cent years and raises questions about its impact on textile 
workers. 

Flash Fashion reflects the fact that designers act on the 
catwalk fashion fast in order to capture the current trends 
and have the current trends produced and sold rapidly. 
The whole concept is therefore to design and manufacture 
quickly and cheaply so as to allow mainstream consumers 
to take advantage of current clothing fashions at low pri-

Textile factory in Bangladesch.  Photo: Michaela Königshofer (SWA) 
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ces. Large retailers such as H&M, Zara, Peacocks 
and Topshop have adopted this process of quick 
manufacturing.

Through ‘Flash Fashion’, instead of the usual two 
or four collectable items per year, these compa-
nies produce twelve or more. The requirement of 
producing several designs undermines the efforts 
of the ethical fashion industry that adopted a 
number of standards for its workers. 

Flash fashion requires that a vast amounts of 
garment workers are employed for long hours 
and employed for short term contracts (until the 
fashion lasts). Such working environment make 
it impossible to develop ethical practices in the 
sector given that ethical apparel presupposes a 
long term relationship with the producers, skill de-
velopment and other workers rights that are  im-
possible to realise on short term contracts.

Other malpractices that exist in the sweatshop 
industry include forced overtime (which leads 
to stress relating diseases), lack of safety at the 
place of work, particularly poor ventilation which 
is known to induce workers to faint during hot pe-
riods of the year. Access to toilets is strictly regula-
ted, with workers forced to drink less so as to redu-
ce the exigency of needed to go to the toilet. In hot 
tropical countries this could adversely affect one’s 
health, in particular the kidneys.

There is a huge discrepancy between the commit-
ments made by large brands such as Adidas or 
Zara to address precarious work conditions and 
the defacto ground situation in factories where 
such products are made. For decades, such brands 
have relied on ‘voluntary code of conduct’ by 
which the brand would accuse the contractor of 

employing persons in precarious working condi-
tions. In such case the working conditions would 
be determined voluntarily by the suppliers. How-
ever, in order to show a true commitment these 
large brands have to include provisions when con-
tracting factories in the developing south. These 
provisions would include provisions on a decent 
wage that is to be given to workers, safe and 
healthy working environments, reasonable wor-
king hours and other clauses relating to fair treat-
ment of workers. In particular, workers should also 
not be prohibited from exercising their right to join 
a trade union.

Certificates on Sustainability: A 
question of credibility?
Although the term sustainability is often associ-
ated with ecological issues the term can also be 
referred to social and economical justice at the 
place of work, particularly in the textiles industry. 
A job is deemed to be sustainable whenever the 
condition of work provided aim at helping the pro-
ducers work themselves out of poverty and offer 
them a decent livelihood.

The fashion industry is following the same steps 
of the food industry, namely by developing certi-
ficates concerning the methods of manufacture 
which help consumers be informed about the so-
cial and environmental impact of the clothing or 
footwear product. The label would take into con-
sideration certain ecological and social conditions 
regarding the produce. The most prominent la-
bels concerning the production of cotton are Fair 
Trade, Cotton Made in Africa and Better Cotton 
Initiative. Labels concerning the conditions of em-
ployees in garment factories are Fair Labour As-
sociation, 

Debris of the collapsed factory building in Bangladesh. Photo: Gordon Welters (medico)
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Fair Wear Foundation and Worldwide Responsible Apparel 
Production. One certificate that labels the entire product, 
that is to say, one certificate that takes into account the en-
vironmental and social issues both at production of cotton 
stage and at apparel stage is the Ökotext 100 label.

The most trustworthy labels are those that are awarded 
and monitored by independent bodies such as the Fair 
Wear Foundation and Global and Organic Textile Stan-
dard. Amongst the best known labels are Oektoex 100, 
whose name suggests that basic ecological criteria have 
been respected in the sealed product. 

Oektoex 100 also pays special attention that heavy me-
tals, pesticides and other chemical such as chlorine bleach 
are not present in such products. 

Another label that is worth its name is the Global Organic 
Textile Standard (GOTS), which also monitors the entire 
manufacturing process of the garments and includes eco-
logical on the dyes used to colour the textiles. The environ-
mental standards of GOTS set are high, however, the social 
aspect, namely those on labour rights are not as high as the 
Fair Wear Foundation (FWF), which has amongst the strict 
rules on companies to ensure labour rights in the market.

When considering social and environmental issues in ap-
parel goods, FWF takes into account contractors, suppliers 
and licensees. As a multi-stakeholder initiative (MSI) wor-
king companies, trade unions and NGOs work together 
to implement the standards. For it is only through the in-
volvement of trade unions and NGOs that a credible and 
possible verification of control results (audits) can be pro-
duced. Furthermore, the FWF purchasing practices of the 
company is include. You need to align their overall business 
strategy under the Code of the initiative.

By contrast there are other initiatives to monitor labour 
rights of factory workers in developing countries, that are 
not as trustworthy as the Fair Wear Foundation, the Global 
Organic Textile Standards or Oektoex 100.

One such initiative is the Business Social Compliance Ini-
tiative (BSCI) which is responsible for implementing the 
European Standards in suppliers’ factories. Unfortunate-
ly however, BSCI does not take into account many labour 
rights that are taken into account by more trustworthy ini-
tiatives. Moreover, BSCI does not emphasize that workers 
in factories should be trained so that their skills are develo-
ped and can thus be promoted. Today there are over 1000 
brands that are members of BSCI, some of whom are Lidle, 
Aldi, Otto, Metro and Deichmann. 

Therefore one must pay attention to the fact that certain 
clothing companies only have a limited section of their 
goods produced in dignity and/or certified as organic. C&A 
for example has 23 million garments sold in 2013, howe-
ver, only about 10 % of these came from certified organic 
cotton. 

If a garment factory genuinly takes into account social 
and environmental criteria, transparency is essential in the 
process. Only the communication across the entire texti-
le chain and audits by independent organisations (such as 
the Fair Wear Foundation) can ensure that social and en-
vironmental criteria have been respected. There are initi-
atives that seem to have high standards but do not report 
transparently on their social and environmental criteria. In 
such cases there is always the suspicion that they are only 
building an image for themselves without actually delive-
ring high standards for the workers and the environment.

Maquila in Nicaragua: work in confined spaces Photo: CIR

Purchasing practices and their impact working conditions

Consumer
Behaviour

Sales

Producer Risk

Discounts

Reduce Orders

Job Uncertainty

Faster Delive-

Low Wa-

Fashion Overtime

New Sty- Contrac-

Designs Work 
Condi-
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BECOME ACTIVE
There are different initiatives you can take so that your purchases are more ethical. Become active 
in a creative way so as to raise awareness on the problems and challenges in the apparel industry. 
In addition to a selection of specific advice and action options you will also find a series of didactic 
materials that you can use in your group. With these ideas teenagers and young adults can under-
stand the issues of the globalized clothes industry and explore alternative to reduce the harm caused 
by the clothes industry. 

Consume Consciously. 

Unfair clothes?
No, thank you! 

As an ethical consumer you need to make decisions that do 
not only depend on the price. In the clothing industry the 
term “conscious consumption” is rather difficult because 
there is no general definition of what are “ethical”clothes. 
Conscious consumers have to decide for them-
selves what issues are important for them. 

There is no list of “good” and “bad” compa-
nies. Although some companies have alrea-
dy made a few steps in the right direction, 
the average clothes brand has hundreds of 
different factories sub-contracted around 
the world which don’t meet all labor rights 
standards. Nowadays however more and 
more alternative companies claim to 
produce ethical goods. Some of them 
make a sincere attempt to defy the 
current business practices, while others 
are more of an illusion than a reality. We 
as consumers need to scrutinize commer-
cials and advertisements and form our 
own opinions on the companies that 
we should purchase our products 
from.

A clear, insightful and critical inven-
tory of products on the market seals, 
labels and certificates can be found on-
line at www.gruenemode.org or in the 
brochure “Ishopfair, a guide through the 
jungle of textiles”.

As a conscious consumer, it is very im-
portant to not only to be critical with 
companies, but also to exert pressure 
on them. This does not require much 
effort and it‘s usually enough to ask in 
the shops, what is being done to ensure 
that the rights of workers are respected 
in the supplier companies. Or give the 
prepared customer cards in the shops 
(see order form Pg.51). You can write to 
those responsible or participate in ac-
tivities of the Clean Clothes Campaign 
(http://www.cleanclothes.org/). The 
more frequent retail employees and 
fashion brands are confronted with the 
need of customers for fairly produced 
clothes, the greater pressure will they 
have to make a change.

Image : Beneficiaries map

WEarFaIr
WEarFaIr

Ein Wegweiser durch 

den Label-Dschungel 

bei Textilien

The brochure "WearFair" and the free 
materials you can get from KKĠ (order 
form page 51 )

See website of Christian Romero 
Initiative:  
www.gruenemode.org

 Our tip:   Be cautious with labels such as Oeko-Tex 100 and 
BSCI. When shopping look for a combination of GOT, FWF 
and Fair Trade. Buy brands that you know and that you can 
trust, go to second hand shops near you, sew your own clo-
thes or just buy less. Most of us have way too many clothes 
and often use only a part of them.

Image : Cover Label Guide
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Ethical Fashion Show Pimp My Shirt

Organising a fashion shows is an excellent opportunity for 
a group to shed attention on ethical issues in the fashion in-
dustry and at the same time promote free ‚ethical‘ clothing 
derived from different sources. If you‘re planning to host a 
fair fashion show, you could also work with a local school 
that offers art courses and deal with the topic of ethical 
problems in the garment industry. One could also contact 
“alternative”fashion stores or second-hand shops in your 
area to serve as sponsors. If you feel confident about it, try 
to organise your own Upcycling-Fashion Show and try to 
address some problematic issues in the fashion industry, 
such as wages and workers rights, etc. By giving visibility 
to alternative businesses in your show, you are offering the 
opportunity to make the term “ethical” understandable 
for others and identify which companies are addressing 
ethical issues and which not. Who made these recycled 
sneakers and has he received a fair wage? This t -shirt was 
indeed manufactured to organic standards, but how about 
social standards?

Upcycling Fashion Show
Photo: Andrea Zehetner (WearFair & mehr)

Sewing-kitchen  – Thekey.to.   
Photo: Sandra Dusch Silva (CIR)

Not only trade, but also being creative is the idea behind 
Pimp my shirt. Recycling is good, up-cycling is better: When 
up-cycling, something new is made from actual waste pro-
ducts. In contrast to recycling, energy consumption is low 
and the product is written down instead. Did you know 
that for the production of a simple cotton shirt at least 
2000, and in extreme cases up to 20,000 liters of water are 
needed? This is a good reason not to throw away a shirt be-
cause of a little spot or hole or just because the trend chan-
ged. equal - it can make so much new out of it : Saturday 
night and nothing to wear? End of the month and an empty 
account? Full closet but all boring? No reason to despair!

Cords, buttons, ribbons – you don’t need much more to 
make your own five-euro-shirt. Grab your scissors and 
make from a boring long sleeved shirt an asymmetric party 
top. Instead of carriers use colorful cords. If you don’t feel 
confident with big sewing and zippers, just add few details 
to your old shirt, and you’ll already have your “new” top. 
The Makeover of shirts and other clothes is of course a 
matter of practice, but doing it alone or as a group it will 
for sure be fun!
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The Clothes Swap Party 

Clothes don’t always have to be new and who 
does actually need such a wide variety of 
clothes? Here is a further concrete pro-
posal, which provides a remedy for a 
crowded closet : organize a clothes 
swap party and invite friends, re-
latives and acquaintances from 
the neighborhood. You are wel-
come to order from us more in-
formative material about the 

working conditions in the clothes industry. You 
can decide the rules of the party: T -shirt 

for T- shirt, pants for pants or without 
special rules: simply, who brings so-

mething, can take something. 
Leftover clothes can possibly be 
brought to a second- hand shop 
and you can donate the money 
you’ll receive to fair trade pro-
jects.

Cartoon to get you started 

The following cartoon was published after the factory col-
lapse of the Rana Plaza textile factory on 04/24/2013 with 
over 1,200 dead and 1,900 injured. It is ideal for an intro-
duction to the topic “Fair clothes?“

 Duration:  10 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20 
 Materials Needed:  Copies of the Cartoon

 Possible Questions: 

1. Description: Describe what you see in the cartoon.
2. Interpretation: What is pointed out? 
3. Review : What is your opinion? What do you think 

about it?
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Treasure Trove  

 Duration:  10 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20
 Benötigtes Material:  Copies of the TN form 

“Ethical Fashion” has a different meaning to different per-
sons. Some understand that the product is eco-friendly or 
organic or made of recyclable materials. Others think that 
it is concerns fashion that was made by artisans and small 
producers. What is your idea of ethical fashion? Answer 
this question using the “Ethical fashion bingo”.
Instructions: Find people that fit the descriptions in the Bin-
go-boxes. You can also add ethical criteria and write them 
in the white fields. Then you have to find people that meet 
these ethical criteria and collect their signatures. Who has 
filled all the boxes first with as many as possible signatures 
wins.

   

 Task:  Find people who fit the description of the Bingo cri-
teria listed below (see template below). You can also add 
your criteria by filling in the empty additional features in 
the blank boxes on the right hand column. After that, the 
youth participating in the game must find other youths 
and get a signature from the person who fits such descrip-
tion. Those who fill in all the fields in the shortest period of 
time will win. 
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Has ever sewn his/her
own clothes 

Likes to go shopping Knows where his/her
clothes come from 

On the web site http://www.world-
mapper.org/ you’ll find world maps 
modified and made with posters re-
vealing statistical data, e.g. on import/
export of clothes worldwide and much 
more to find inspiration from.

?
?
?

?
?
?

?
?
?

?
?
?

Buys / sells his / her
clothes at the flea market

Swaps occasionally his 
clothes with friends or 
relatives

Has consumed in the last 
week a “fair” product 

Repairs or upcycles (from 
and to) broken garments 

Try to consume
consciously or “ethically“

Has already dealt with 
the problems of the global 
clothing production

Fashion Bingo 
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 Duration:  10–15 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20 
 Materials Needed:  Panel to collect the answers
 Aim:   Raise awareness on Global  
 Production

 Tasks:  

Look at yourself and / or your neighbor and ask him/
her/yourself: Where do the clothes that you wear to-
day come from? What is written on the label?

 Possible Questions:    

1. Where was the clothing produced? Collect 2 replies 
to get an idea of the different places of production

2. In pairs talk about the workers: What is their dif-
ficulty in their work and in their lives?  

After about three minutes, discuss the answers with 
the whole group.

The participants give their opinion on a particular state-
ment and move in the room according to their opinion. 
With this activity, participants will be asked to assess the 
subject from their own perspective and encouraged to dis-
cuss.

 Duration:  20-30 Minutes
 Group Size:  5–20 
 Materials Needed:  two signs/boards with
 the words “agree ”/ “disagree”
 Task:  

Put two boards with the words “agree”/ “disagree” op-
posite each other on. Then read a statement and ask the 
participants to move according to their agreement / dis-
agreement – the closer they come to a sign, the stronger 
is their agreement/disagreement on the statement. Then 
ask the people the reason for their positioning in order to 
stimulate a discussion. The answers are not to be judged 
but they are just the starting point for an in-depth discus-
sion of the topic.

 Proposals for Statements:  

 The low wages of the workers are just fair, because the 
cost of living in the countries of production are lower

 When a factory is found to employ children it should 
be closed down immediately

 It is only the company that is responsible for the unfair 
treatment of workers

 Companies create jobs and the workers in the gar-
ment industry should be grateful that they have a job 

 The working conditions of the workers do not concern 
me, I want to buy nice and cheap clothes

 I am willing to pay a higher price for clothes if the wor-
kers get a fair wage

 It is better to buy clothes that are produced in Malta, 
because that supports our local economy

 Clothes production from countries such as Bangladesh 
and other “low-wage countries” should be boycotted

 Governments should create laws that guarantee all 
workers a decent wage

(Consider also adding other statements!)

Disagree

Agree

Up Play  

Labels and Working
Conditions
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The Path of Cotton 

 Duration:  20 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20 
 Materials Neededl:  World map, maps of
 the production steps

The majority of our clothes are made from cotton. But how 
is the cotton turned into the jeans that we wear?  

 Task:  

Trace the path of jeans on a world map and collocate the 
stages of production in the corresponding countries. 

 The cotton is grown and picked in India

 Washing and spinning of cotton in Turkey

 Dyeing the yarn with chemical agents

 in the Philippines

 In China, the yarn is woven into fabrics

 Sewing the fabrics to a pair of jeans at a factory in 
Bangladesh

 Design of jeans from England / USA)

 Finish / Packaging in Bulgaria

 The jeans will be sold in local retail

Manual Work  

 Duration:  10–20 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20
 Materials Needed:  Fabric scraps, needles,
 threads, buttons, stopwatch
 Place:                    Space for the group

In this game there are two different roles: seamstresses 
and factory owners. divide the group the pairs.

Step 1 (seamstresses): How many buttons can you sew 
in two minutes? Factory owners stop the time. Remem-
ber, two minutes is not much time! For each button, you ‚ll 
get your reward later.

 Step 2 (factory owner):   quality control! For a “perfect 
button” you will pay two cents, for bad ones less.
How much would you pay for your seamstresses?

*seamstress is a woman who sews, especially one who earns her living by sewing

 Key questions for reflection:    

1. How did you feel in your roles? What have                                  
you noticed?

2. Is there a winner / loser in this game?
3. Do you think the game is realistic? What problems 

does the game highlight?
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 Duration:  20–30 Minutes
 Group Size:  10–20 
 Materials Needed:  An old / broken jeans,
 scissors, flipchart / board, pens
 
 Task:  You buy these jeans for € 100 at the store. What do 
you think, who earns more for these jeans? 

Estimates : go out of the 100 €...

 ? €  to the workers who produced the clothes                       
(solution : 1 €)

 ? €  to transport companies, customs fees, taxes  
(solution : 11 €)

 ? €  in material costs for fabrics and yarn, color and profit 
of the factory in the low-wage country (solution : 13 €)

 ? €  to the brand company for advertising,  design and 
development etc (solution : 25 €)

 ? €  to the retail shop for rent, management, etc (solution : 
50 €)

After you discuss the solution, cut the jeans in the given 
percentages, so that the inequality is visually clear. This is 
a good introduction to a discussion on working conditions 
and justice. Possible discussion questions (results can be re-
corded on a flipchart / a chalkboard) :

 Who will benefit most?

 Do you find the division fair?

 Why do the workers earns so little?

  What would be the consequences if the allocation 
would be changed?

 Which division would meet and how could you could 
achieve this?

 Duration:  60 minutes
 Group size:  8-20 Participants
 Materials:  Make a copy of the role cards for 
the participants, pens and cards for the groups and flip-
chart.
 Place:  large enough room for the groups

 Note:  

The actors in the game reflect those in the supply chain 
however these roles are simplified. It is useful if the parti-
cipants first play the other games presented namely “The 
Path of cotton”and/or “Snip Snap”. Through this game 
participants will get an insight into the problems of the 
cotton production chain.

 Learning Objectives: 

 Participants get an insight of the role of the dif-
ferent stakeholders in the global clothing pro-
duction chain together with the power struggles 
in the context. By viewing the problem from dif-
ferent perspectives the participants will enhance 
their knowledge and understanding on the conse-
quences of globalised working conditions for wor-
kers in the garments industry.

 Participants will have the opportunity to examine 
their role as responsible consumers.

 Instructions: 

 1.   Participants are divided into four groups and each 
group is given a role card. The card will prompt the 
group to discuss a number of issues concerning the 
garments industry on the basis of information provi-
ded.

 Tasks for the respective groups:

 Read the role description provided to your group 
and discuss the arguments which arise from the 
cards (3-5 min). The following aspects should be 
emphasized in particular:

Photo: Peter Atkins  – Fotolia.com

Snip Snap (cut-up jeans)

“Cheap Clothes, 
But what’s the price? ”

Gameplay
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You are responsible for the management of a global 

fashion company. Your task is that the profits of your 

company rise and you do this by selling more clothes. 

Your company contracts a manufacturer in a free trade 

zone in Bangladesh and chooses to do so because there 

is the cheapest labour in the world. Moreover in Bang-

ladesh checks on labour and environmental conditions 

are less strict than in other countries such as Sri Lanka or 

Turkey. Your clothes are especially popular with young 

people. In order to raise your profits you bring out new 

models on a number of short intervals during each 

market and this is because there is a lot of competition 

in the clothing industry. The workers in the factories in 

Bangladesh are not your employees, but those of your 

clothes contractor. If you do not manage to make huge 

amounts of money you will not be able to pay the most 

famous celebrities to model with your clothes. But abo-

ve all it is the price that attracts the attention of the cus-

tomers and the clothing that you sell has to be cheaper 

from year to year. You will receive approximately 25 per-

cent of the retail price of t-shirts.

You‘re 18 years old still attending post-secondary edu-

cation and have a limited amount of money to spend. 

You don’t really care where the T-shirt or Jean you are 

wearing has been produced, the main thing is that you 

dress stylish and up to date because your friends will tell 

about you. Recently in the media you have started to 

lean about the factories exploiting factory works, par-

ticularly those in the textile industry. You would like to 

purchase Fair Trade clothes but they are expensive and 

they are difficult to find.

A Consumer

International Fashion 
Company

You are a group of young women (around 19 
years old) from Bangladesh and for several ye-
ars you worked for 10-12 hours a day in a small 
and hot factory on sewing machines at least six 
days a week. You hardly have any breaks during 
the day even though legal regulations state that 
you are entitled to time off. During your day you 
cut and sew garments and treat them with dan-
gerous chemicals without wearing protective 
clothing. On certain occasions you are forced 
to work overtime which is also not paid well be-
cause your boss is committed to meet his dead-
lines for the fashion industry. If you work too 
little you will be replaced by other workers who 
also need a job. From your salary you have to 
rent a small room in which you and your family 
live. Your salary has to cover the rent and some-
time food for your brother because your mother 
does not have a job and he is dependent on her. 
There are few work opportunities in the region 
and a few weeks ago some of your colleagues 
have been laid off because they were in contact 
with a union. After this incident inspectors from 
the government started to visit your factory to 
check your safety standards and working condi-
tions. Your boss has forced to sign a declaration 
stating that you only work 8 hours a day and that 
you do not use safety equipment because you 
do not want to. You do not want to lose the job, 
but only want a fair wage and fair working con-
ditions. You will receive approximately 1 (one) 
percent of the retail price of t-shirts.

You are factory owners and your textile factory 
is located in a free trade zone in Bangladesh. You 
produce clothes for a number of major textile 
companies in the world and your are in a great 
deal of competition because there are many 
factory owners in Bangladesh who want to be 
contracted by these big brands. The advantage 
of your company is mainly that you offer the best 
price to these companies and you manage to do 
so by keeping wages low, extend the working 
hours as far as possible and to limit the employ-
ment contracts, so you don’t have to pay wages 
when there is no work for the workers. From 
the brand company, you get the number of or-
ders and a draft of the prototype that has to be 
created. You are required to make hundreds of 
thousands of these clothes for low prices and in 
a short amount of time. Once you are contracted 
it becomes very difficult to keep up with the or-
ders but you cannot afford to cancel the job be-
cause no one will ever contract with you again. 
The materials for the clothes are always beco-
ming more expensive and hence you must make 
sure that there is no wastage. You have enough 
to worry about but your workers are always com-
plaining about the low wages and poor working 
conditions. But only rarely are there controls 
over compliance with labour rights, including 
low environmental regulations. You manage not 
to let the unions interfere because you will sack 
any person who joins a union. You get about 2 
(two) percent of a T-Shirt.

Template / Source / based on: SWA

Seamstress in Bangladesh Textile factory owner
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 What are the priorities in your daily work?                      

 What are the challenges and existing problems 
and how are these consistent with the achieve-
ment of the priorities?

 2.   Select a spokesperson from each group. After all the 
groups have played and discussed their role, all spea-
kers are to sit in a circle around a table and the other 
group members support their speaker (if necessary). 
The Game Leader conducts a discussion on the fol-
lowing questions

 What are the causes of poor working conditions and the 
unequal distribution of profits in the apparel industry? 

 During the discussion group representatives will exp-
lain their roles and argue on the basis of the arguments 
that were discussed in the individual groups. One must 
find whether there are well-countered arguments. The 
group of seamstress begins the presentation of the 
role and the discussion.

 3.   Participants can now search for ways to improve the 
working conditions of the people in the garments in-
dustry and discuss possible solutions. 

 An introductory question consumers’ group       
may be: 

 “You have learnt about the working conditions of poor 
people in the garment industry. What can you do?” 

 The consumers group first get together and dis-
cuss the question and try to find a common so-
lution with the aim of improving the situation for 
the seamstresses. The results are recorded on the 
flipchart.

 The game will be rounded up with a common       
reflection on the findings of the participants.
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Label-Domino 
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ut Domino 
“stone“ 

zum Label- 
Domino 

 Duration:   20–30  Minutes
Groupsize:   10–20 Participants
 Materials:  
 Copies of Label Domino  
(see right)

 Objective:  Understanding of the 
importance and significance of 
Labels 

Labels can help to direct us when 
buying clothes and other goods. 
We are all aware about the EU's 
eco-label for food, but there are 
other labels we are not aware of. 
Likewise with clothese, there are 
different labels and marks. Each 
label does not always stand for 
the same environmental or soci-
al objective and standards. Inde-
ed often one does not know well 
what each label exactly means. 
This label Domino You can find 
the most important and most fre-
quently used labels to know .

 Intructions:  Instructions: Cut out 
the cards and mix them so they 
are not in order. Place the card en-
titled "Label Domino Start" as the 
first one on the table and then try 
to match the cards to the labels 
on the right side with the descrip-
tions on the left.

Use the overview card to check if you 
have everything right. 

Which description fits which label 
most? One must get assistance by 
reading through the initial text of the 
chapter and/or read in the guide to sus-
tainable Label Guide on www.gruene-
mode.org. Use the overview to make 
sure all cards are in order.
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 Note in this chapter
The (learning) games : "Fashion Bingo" ,"Up Play", 
"The Way of cotton" , "SNAP" and "Cheap clothes, 
but at what cost?" are based on the interactive 
methods to the of " My Design, My responsibility" 
Südwind Agentur Austria  Game (Developed by 
Doris Berghammer) 2010

Copy and Cut

Template Solutions
for the domino labels i 

 Bio Baumwolle C&A 

• Raw Fiber Production

• 100% Organic Cotton

• No Reference to ILO Core 
Labour Standards

• No fair wage

• Corporate Seal

 Fairtrade Certified  
 Cottton 

• Raw Fiber Production

• Minimum prices for cotton, 
social premium for community 
projects

• ILO core labor standards

• Product Code allows for trace-
ability of the Product

 Naturland 

• Control over all produc-
tion steps

• 100% Organic Cotton

• ILO core labor standards

• No fair wage

• Highest Ecological Stan-
dards

 GOTS 

• Control over all steps of 
production

• Min of 70% Organic

• ILO core labor standards

• No fair wage

• High Ecological Standards

 Oeko-tex 100 

• Control of the Final 
Product

• Organic Cotton not required

• Use only social and ecologi-
cal criteria

• Does not exclude dangerous 
chemicals, but only limits 
them

 Conscious H&M 

• Raw fiber production

• Bio cotton, also linen, hemp 
and recycled

• ILO core labor standards

• No fair wage

• Corporate Seal

 Fair Wear Foundation 

• Production of Clothes

• ILO core labor standards

• Respects the living wage

• Takes into account the living 
wages of comapnies

• Independent monitoring and 
verification

 Cotton made in Africa 

• Raw Fiber Production

• Conventional Cultivation of 
Cotton

• ILO core labor standards

• Respects the rights of small 
farmers
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PART 4:  
DESIGN YOUR OWN PROJECT

“The prophet must be sand in the 
gearing mechanism of society”
Oscar Romero (1917-1980), Archbishop of San Salvador

Photo: Joris Sprengeler – www.jugendfotos.de
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Important Decisions for a 
Project that Makes Sense 

  How many people are we? 

  What is our timeframe? 

  Who do we want to reach?  Should we stay under 
ourselves or should we get out there in the public 
sphere?

  What do we want to reach?  Are we interested in 
focusing on a specific product (ie. chocolate, oran-
ge juice, mobile phones or similar) or do we want to 
raise awareness of ethical consumption in general?

  Approach:  Do we want to focus on the system’s de-
ficiencies or on positive aspects?

  Format:  Which kind of media do we enjoy to use: 
something technical, creative, entertaining, topical?

  What’s our budget? 

If you have been able to answer these questions you 
have already taken a big step forward. Now to the de-
tailed planning.

  Target Audience :  Do we focus on individuals, insti-
tutions, public organisations, industries? 

  Duration:  One single event, an action week or a se-
ries of events?

  Topic:  Which topic do we want to focus on exactly?

  Demands:  What are our concrete goals and claims?

If you haven’t found your own great 
idea so far, here are a few ideas for 
good projects.

  Fair trade products in school cafeterias:  Don’t you 
have fair snacks in your school cafeteria? Start an ini-
tiative which could change things. If reservations are 
being expressed you can explain that fair products 
such as chocolate bars, orange juice and coffee could 
also be offered. If you are being persuasive, you will su-
rely succeed to implement your ideas.

  Fair play in sports clubs:  Organize an event in your 
sports club, for example a tournament with fair trade 
volleyballs or footballs. Explain the terms and condi-
tions of the sport’s industry. Raise awareness of wor-
king conditions and production techniques on special 
occasions such as the World Cup.

  Golden mobile phones in the pedestrian area:  Or-
ganise a flashmob on the topic mobile phones. You 
could for example create fake golden mobile phones 
with cardboard and fabrics and drop them on the floor 
at the same time and then raise signs claiming: “our 
phones are worth gold!” 

The more we read and listen to the news, the more our feet and hands are quivering and 
we think: this can’t be! Something has to change! Exactly! Start now! Here and today. 

Find like-minded spirits and let’s get started! 

Allerlei leckere Fair-Stärkung bot die KLJB Bayern bei einer 
Fahrradtour an.  Photo: BDKJ
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 www.ishopfair.net 

 www.schools.fairtrade.org.uk

 www.l-arka.org/education

 www.fair4you-online.de

Suggestions for Further Information:

  Meet Local Politicians:  Take part in your local council 
citizens’ debates and ask about what is done in terms 
or ecology and Fair trade. You will probably get to 
know fellow campaigners who are concerned about 
the same issues such as networks of Agenda 21, Fair 
trade town, religious groups or environmental organi-
sations.

  Organise a day of action:  Organise a day of events 
or an exhibition in your school, university or parish. 
There are many topics you could tackle. Maybe there 
is a specific occasion during which you could organize 
your event (international days, commemoration days, 
the opening or start of something) or you might find 
links with partnerships of your school, university or or-
ganization.

  Organise an event:  Through a clothes swap party 
one can reach many people and encourage people to 
think about and reflect on sustainable consumption.

  Create podcasts  with interviews or short informative 
presentations

  Start a Facebook campaign.  

  You are free to invent your ideas!   

Oben: Im Einkaufscenter kam an den Fairen Bananen niemand 
vorbei. Photo: 72h-Aktionsgruppe Leonding

North-East India Photo: BDKJ

Not Fair Trade?! A Flashmob for Fair Trade in Dettingen (Germany)! 
Photo : KJG / acolytes Dettingen - Walhausen

The parish youth of Seefelden (Germany) organised a 72-hour action 
against food waste in 2013. Photo: parish youth Seefelden
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Spirituality – Reflection about God and the World
Ethical consumption, Fair trade, the integrity of creation – our deeds are motivated by the belief 
that we can make a difference. We want to live our life in a way that would contribute to more 
justice in this world. Are we living up to these hopes and expectations? It is always good to step 
out of our routine once in a while and reflect upon whom we should thank for our life. It is a good 
idea to place a product in the centre of such a reflection.

The following focus on black tea is such an idea.

 Preparation:  Each participant receives a bag of Darjee-
ling tea. All of them are invited to smell the bag, touch it 
and maybe even open it. 

 “There’s more to it” 

2g heavy – slowly grown – more than 2000 meters high – from 
January to November – with sun, wind and rain – picked by 
women’s hands – only the top fresh leaves – carried to the fac-
tory on people’s backs – weighed – dried – rolled – fermented 
– dried again – sieved and sorted – classified by quality – pa-
cked – printed – sent – over hedge and ditch – in trolleys – on 
rickshaws – in oxcarts – Jeeps – lorries – through hundreds of 
serpentines – from Darjeeling in the Himalayas – at the border 
of India and Nepal, China and Bhutan – until Calcutta – from 
there on the ship – sailing the seas – all the way to England – 
from distributors to our shops or world shops – from there to the 
customers – then in the morning, afternoon or evening – a cup 
of hot water and this bag of tea – leave to draw 2-4 minutes – 
and then enjoy.

A Tea Bag weighs only 2 grams. This is its Story!

This little teabag and its story invite us to reflect upon how 
much work and energy is hidden behind our daily products 
– not just for tea. The teabag is labeled “Fair trade” which 
represents a small amount of difference to the producers. 
Despite being small these difference have a significant 
impact on the producers’ lives. The Fair Trade inspectors 
make sure more money goes to producers, especially the 
small producers who need to be supported and strengthe-
ned. Fair Trade also requires a long term relationship bet-
ween the Tea Company and the Tea Producer. It requires 
that the Tea Company make sure that the workers are care 
for by the company that reaps the profits and ensures that 

A small teabag tells
its story

the producers are provi-
ded with an opportunity 
to raise themselves out of 
poverty. Fair Trade requi-
res that companies pay a 
premium to help the so-
ciety in which the produ-
cers live in develop. This 
money may be used for 
infrastructural projects 
such as training, wells for 
water and child care cen-
ters for the workers. 
.

The little Fair Trade tea bag that you hold in your hand can 
make sure that people from far away places and locations 
von Stefan Michelberger, Diözesanjugendseelsorger, Würzburg

High quality tea is picked by hand. The photo shows tea being 
harvest in Samaboeng (Darjeeling),  Photo: Frank Eichinger/ BDKJ
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Fair Trade Prayer

Angela Lohausen, MISEREOR

God of solidarity,

You entrusted the earth and its resources to the stewardship 

of humankind.

Yet the goods of creation, destined for the whole human 

race, are enjoyed by a privileged few.

For the producers of our consumer goods there are no privi-

leges; just working long hours for little pay.

For us, who benefit from unfair trade, we take for granted 

the toils of men and women who maintain our standard of 

living.

Inspired by Jesus who brought good news to the poor, show 

us how we may stand in solidarity with people who suffer 

through unjust trading rules.

May they soon experience the joy of the vineyard workers 

who were called to be the first among the last, and were 

included as equal inheritors of your kingdom. 

 Ökumenische Gottesdienstbausteine zur Fairen 
Woche:  
www.misereor.de/service/service-gemeinden/
gottesdienste.html

 BDKJ/Misereor Jugendaktion - Vorschläge für 
Jugendgottesdienste und Impulse:   
www.jugendaktion.de

 Leitfaden “Fair durchs Kirchenjahr”von BDKJ, Mi-
sereor und Kindermissionswerk “Die Sternsinger”– 
bestellen oder downloaden unter:  
www.misereor.de/themen/wirtschaft-fuer-die-
armen/fairer-handel.html

Weitere Quellen zum Abschauen 
und Nachmachen

 Photo : BDKJ Rottenburg-Stuttgart
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Sample Petitions and Other Resources

Sample Petition: "Demanding a Cycling 
Policy"

To: Minister Responsible for Transport; 

Minister Responsible for the Environment

Honorable  Ministers,

I'm sure you are aware that greenhouse gases are a lea-
ding cause of global warming which has dramatic effects 
worldwide and has even greater impacts on the world's 
poorest populations. Droughts, desertification and other 
changes in weather threaten crops, wildlife and freshwa-
ter supplies, making the survival of poor populations even 
harder particularly because they do not have the means to 
adapt.

A simple and efficient way for Malta to play its part in 
reducing its contribution to global warming is to promote 
cycling as a means of commuting. Many European coun-
tries are adopting strategies to increase cycling within 
their cities in order to avoid traffic congestion and improve 
air quality as well as the country’s overall well-being. At 
the moment Malta does not have such a strategy. By 
implementing an effective National Cycling Policy Malta 
would be committing to its international obligations to 
limit greenhouse gases making cycling safer and reducing 
traffic in the long run.

Therefore, I am calling on your respective Ministries to 
discuss within Cabinet the formation of a National Cycling 
Policy. A properly connected cycling infrastructure will 
benefit our country and be a stepping stone to reaching 
our environmental objectives as well as playing its part in 
the climate crisis our era is currently facing. 

Sincerely;

The Undersigned

Sample Petition: "Enforce Law on E-Was-
te"

To: Minister Responsible for Police; 

Minister Responsible for the Environment

Honorable  Ministers,

Advancement in communication technology and the 
electronics industry has created several benefits for 
consumers. Despite these technological advances little 
attention is paid to the effects which this industry has the 
environment on a global scale. 

The mainstream production chain is a complex one and 
there are problems in electronic products’ lifecycle which 
lead to serious environmental degradation and abuses in 
human rights. When not properly disposed of electronic 
products leak dangerous compounds all of which can leak 
into the ground and become very hazardous. This includes 
materials such as nickel, barium, copper, mercury, and 
lead. When so much e-waste is being placed in landfills, it 

causes a big risk for those nearby – the people, the envi-
ronment, and the animals. 

It is evident that the problem is twofold: many people 
in Europe and in Malta are not properly disposing of 
the electronic refuse properly, which it leads to it being 
disposed improperly in Maltese soil, polluting our natural 
resources and having long term impact on our inhabitants. 
The second problem is that despite proper collection of 
the waste it is shipped to developing countries where it is 
improperly disposed of. Unscrupulous businessman export 
e-waste to Ghana and Nigeria under the pretence that it 
is compliant with EU and International laws on the ground 
that it could be properly recycled when in reality it ends up 
being improperly disposed of in African soil.

It is clear that there needs to be better enforcement 
mechanisms to ensure that both local and international 
environmental laws are respected and this for the safety 
of local persons and foreigners. I urge you to make the 
arrangements so that more audits on electronic waste are 
carried out in Malta and where necessary provision for 
better enforcement is made. 

Sincerely

The Undersigned

Volunteer with Koperattiva Kummerċ 
ċust
Koperattiva Kummerċ ċust is founded on the energy 
and motivation of volunteers. It firmly believes that 
volunteering develops oneself in a variety of ways 
while helping others in need. The organisation part-
ners up with various youth organisations in Malta and 
abroad to create unique volunteering opportunities for 
adolescents, youths and adults from all over the world. 
In this way Koperattiva Kummerċ ċust provides the 
following local and foreign volunteering opportunities:

For more information on how to volunteer with Ko-
perattiva Kummerċ ċust in Malta or join a project 
abroad visit www.l-arka.org/volunteer

Educational Resources
Koperattiva Kummerċ ċust keeps an online archive 
with tried and tested educational materials that can be 
used and adapted for Maltese youth groups and in Mal-
tese classrooms on its website. All educational material 
can be found in www.l-arka.org/educational-materials.
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I SHOP FAIR –
A NETWORK FOR
ETHICAL CONSUMERS 
The I SHOP FAIR is a European Network of consumers that stands up for a social and ecological eco-
nomy. The network offers activist a space to present their ideas and share their best practices. The 
focus of the I Shop Fair network is decent working conditions for workers in the south and sustainable 
development of poor countries. The leading organisations of the network are Christian Initiative 
Romero (CIR) and Association of German Catholic Youth (BDKJ) from Germany, Südwind Agentur 
from Austria, Koperattiva Kummerc Gust (KKG) from Malta and Institute of Global Responsibility 
(IGO) from Poland. For more information visit www.ishopfair.net

Bund der
Deutschen 
Katholischen
Jugend

Bund der Deutschen Katholischen Jugend 
(translated to the Federation of German 
Catholic Youth) is an umbrella association 
of 16 Catholic youth associations and or-
ganizations. The network works so that it 
adolescents and youths are able to form 
a critical judgment on their consumption 
behaviour. In this way BDKJ encourages 
youths to advocate for and lobby politi-
cians, church leaders and institutions to 
adopt practices that are socially and envi-
ronmentally just.

For more information visit
www.bdkj.de
www.kritischer-konsum.de

Christliche
Initiative Romero

Christian Initiative Romero (CIR) is a Ger-
man organisation founded in 1981 that is 
active against injustice brought about by 
globalisation. CIR focuses its energy on 
shedding light inhumane working condi-
tions for workers in developing countries 
which sell goods to consumers in deve-
loped countries. The organisation has a 
strong interest in the social and political 
development in El Salvador, Nicaragua, 
Guatemala and Honduras and actively 
supports people and organizations in 
Central America trying to build a fair and 
sustainable society. The idea is to build 
bridges between Central America and Eu-
rope by demonstrating solidarity in the 
south and raising awareness for southern 
problems in the western countries.

For more information visit 
www.ci-romero.de

Koperattiva
Kummerc Gust

Established as a cooperative society in 
1996 Koperattiva Kummerc Gust has been 
since then constantly active in the promo-
tion of fair values in trade through regular 
outreach programs in the form of both for-
mal and informal learning processes. This 
work aims at making individuals beco-
ming more active, socially responsible and 
critical citizens and consumers. In this pro-
cess the cooperative empowers its mem-
bers, volunteers, associates and partners 
and other members of the civil society.

Through its day to day work in raising 
awareness about development issues Ko-
perattiva Kummerc Gust promotes the 
sale of Fair Trade goods either through its 
shop il-Hanut l-Arka or by assisting other 
Fair Trade initiatives in Malta, organizes 
activities within youth and community 
groups and schools, coordinates the an-
nual Worldfest activity, issues newsletters 
and requests support for urgent actions 
and organizes ongoing training for its 
members.

For more information visit:
www.l-arka.org
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Editors:

Christliche Initiative Romero (CIR)

Breul 23, 48143 Münster

Phone 0251/8 95 03 | Fax 0251/8 25 41

Email : cir@ci-romero.de | www.ci-romero.de

BDKJ-Bundesstelle e. V.

Carl-Mosterts-Platz 1, 40477 Düsseldorf

Phone 0211 / 46 93-0 | Fax 0211 / 46 93-120

Email : info@bdkj.de, www.bdkj.de

Koperattiva KummerĠ Ġust

306, Saint Paul Street, Valletta

Phone 21244865 

Email : info@l-arka.org, www.l-arka.org

Editors::

Daniel Kim Hügel (Lead Editor), Sandra shower Silva, Cari-
na Roesch (CIR), Susanne Rauh (BDKJ)

Adaptation into English: 

John Axiak, Terezia Komorna and Giulia Savoli

Proofreading: 

Rosemarie Munzer (German)

Photos and Graphics: 

More information on picture layout: Marco Fischer, Erlan-
gen, www.grafischer.com

5151

Ekwopedia – Tool kit for educators and youth leaders on 
Environmental, Fair Trade, Social and Globalisation topics

Play Fair (Loghob Gust) – Fair Trade Board Game in Maltese     
(for ages between 14+) on Cotton Industry 

Clothes Make the Man, But who makes the clothes? – 
Educational kit for educators and youth leaders on the cotton 
industry  

Pamphlets on Labour Rigths in the Electronics Industry, Toys 
Industry and Flowers Industry 

Guide for Volunteers: A guide for volunteers who form part            
of the Fair Trade Movement  

DVD Fair Tales: A documentary about labour rights violations.

For more information about educational materials 
promoted by Koperattiva Kummerc Gust visit                                                              
www.l-arka.org/education-materials

Name

Post Code

Address

Email

Date and Signature

I would like to be 
updated activities of 
Koperattiva  
Kummerc 
Gust

€7

€5

Free

€9

Free

€2.50

Quantity

Koperattiva                   
Kummerċ ċust

306, il-ċanut l-Arka,
Triq San Pawl,
Il-Belt Valletta

Tel 356 21244865
E-Mail: info@l-arka.org
www.l-arka.org

Donations To
Koperattiva Kummerc Gust
Bank Account Number:
MT09APSB77024001825511825530011
BIC: APSBMTMT

Copy the order form from the left side 

of the page, fill in the section and post 

to the addressed indicated below. 

Otherwise just write to us by email on 

info@l-arka.org 

*  Note that all prices are excluding shipping fees 
which apply on all items send. These items may        
be collected for free from il-Hanut l-Arka. 

This document has been produced with the financial assistance 
of the European Union. The contents of this document are the 
sole responsibility of KKG and can under no circumstances be 
regarded as reflecting the position of the European Union.

Publications Price*
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